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This line of tools are manufactured for industries where hygiene standards are not so strict, due to the nature of the 
products being manufactured, but require quality tools that can withstand the rough and continuous use demanded 
by the industry.

Our line of traditional brushing and cleaning tools employs the exclusive use of excellent quality raw materials, in many 
cases imported, for a long lasting durability and higher performance of our products,thanks to their proven quality.

In addition, with a constant concern about 
reducing the impact to our environment, we have 
included biodegradable and recycled materials 
in the development of our products. We add the 
following icons for better identification:

Symbology:

For a better identification of the right product 
for your needs, you will find a series of icons 
representing the specific industry for which 
the tool is recommended for:

NEW! Video of use, technical sheet and more information about the product by scanning the QR code.

For a more complete experience, you will now find a QR code on several products in this catalog, which 
you only need to scan with your mobile device to obtain more information on the product in question.

TRADITIONAL CLEANING TOOLS

PABILO  
BIODEGRADABLE A
CORTO PLAZO

PA
BIL

O

 
BIODEGRADABLE

1
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WOOD BLOCK PUSH BROOMS.
Our tropical hardwood block is manufactured with two threaded holes, to fit any threaded handle from our line, and with 
a wide variety of bristles for multiple applications.

POLYPROPYLENE 
11 SERIES

CODE 1114 1118 1124
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12 12

3” stiff red polypropylene bristles, recommended for sweeping 
coarse dust and for scrubbing.

BROWN POLYPROPYLENE 
11T SERIES

CODE 1118T 1124T
SIZE 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12

This is an alternative to our red polypropylene brush but with brown 
crimped and slightly less stiff polypropylene bristles. These push 
brooms were developed for general floor sweeping. Even with less 
scrubbing capability, it can still be used for this purpose.

PALMYRA 
12 SERIES

CODE 1214 1218 1224
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12 12

 
3” natural Palmyra bristles are recommended for outdoor 
sweeping, such as parking lots, where temperatures affect plastic 
bristles.

PALMYRA 4” 
12-4 SERIES

 
 
 
Manufactured with 4” long Palmyra bristles allowing better 
sweeping with less physical effort and more durability. It 
is recommended for sweeping streets and parking lots.

TAMPICO FIBER 
13 SERIES

CODE 1314 1318 1324
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12 12

3” natural Tampico bristles resistant to contact with acid and 
high temperatures. This brush can be used for a wide variety of 
applications including sweeping fine dust and applying sealants.

BLACK TAMPICO FIBER 
13K SERIES

CODE 1318K 1324K
SIZE 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12

Black Tampico fiber gives a better general presentation to this 
brush because of its color it hides dirt very well and offers a better 
look. It is recommended for sweeping in high traffic areas where a 
clean presentation is required for both the area and the cleaning 
tool.

CÓDIGO 1218-4
MEDIDA 18“

CAJA 12

2
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WOOD BLOCK PUSH BROOMS.
Our tropical hardwood block is manufactured with two threaded holes, to fit any threaded handle from our 
line, and with a wide variety of bristles for multiple applications.

CONTRACTOR’S 
BRUSH 

16” brush, 5.13” (13.03 cm) long, rigid polypropylene fiber 
bristles. Recommended for use on street crews, construction and 
demanding work areas. The fibers of this brush are designed for 
high strength and long durability.

3” mixed PVC bristles (soft grey around the perimeter and medium 
brown in the middle) that allow using a single tool to sweep both 
fine and medium dust. Very useful on polished cement floors in 
industrial facilities.

3” polyester bristles (made out of recycled PET) with medium 
stiffness. This is a low-cost option recommended for general 
sweeping.  

CODE PACK
36111624 12

POLYPROPYLENE 
TRIANGULAR BRUSH 

Brush with 1.13” (2.87 cm) 
long polypropylene bristles, 
recommended for general 
scrubbing.

Its triangular design allows 
efficient cleaning of baseboards, 
moldings and floor corners.

CODE PACK
36196614 12

PVC 
18 SERIRES

CODE 1814 1818 1824
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12 12

3” soft Italian PVC bristles with flagged tips, for extra softness, 
provides excellent durability. This brush is recommended for
sweeping fine dust and washing delicate surfaces.

Push broom for fine and semi-fine dust sweeping. The mix of 
ultra-soft flagged orange bristles at the perimeter and mediumsoft 
flagged black bristles at the center allows efficiently removing 
all kinds of dust. Additionally, polypropylene bristles are more 
resistant to temperature than PVC bristles.

PVC 
MIXED

POLYESTER 
15 SERIES

CODE 1814MIX 1818MIX 1824MIX
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12 12

CODE 1514 1518 1524
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12 12

CODE 1818OR 1824OR
SIZE 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12

POLYPROPYLENE 
MIXED

3
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POLYPROPYLENE FOAM BLOCK BROOMS.
Our floor brushes, manufactured with highly-resistant polypropylene foam block have two threaded holes, to use with any 
threaded handle from our line, with a wide variety of bristles for multiple applications.

3” stiff red polypropylene bristles, recommended for sweeping 
coarse dust and for scrubbing. 

CODE 1114-P 1118-P 1124-P 1136-P
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“ 36"
PACK 12 12 12 4

CODE 1214-P 1218-P 1224-P 1236-P
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“ 36"
PACK 12 12 12 4

12 SERIES

3” Palmyra bristles highly recommended for sweeping coarse 
dust like sand in coastal areas because of the bristles’ superior 
resistance to high temperatures and the block’s resistance to 
humidity.

POLYPROPYLENE 

POLYESTER 

11 SERIES

CODE 1314-P 1318-P 1324-P 1336-P
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“ 36“
PACK 12 12 12 4

CODE 1514-P 1518-P 1524-P 1536-P
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“ 36“
PACK 12 12 12 4

15 SERIES
TAMPICO FIBER 

3” Tampico bristles for sweeping fine dust, recommended for 
outdoors since the bristles are not damaged by high temperatures. 
Both the block and the bristles of this brush are very resistant to 
contact with acid.

3” black polyester bristles (made out of recycled PET), 
recommended for general sweeping.

CODE 1814-P 1818-P 1824-P 1836-P
SIZE 14“ 18“ 24“ 36"
PACK 12 12 12 4

PVC 

13 SERIES

18 SERIES
POLYPROPYLENE 
MIXED

This broom is manufactured with a mix of two different bristles (very 
soft orange flagged bristles at the perimeter and soft black flagged 
bristles at the center) for an excellent performance with fine dusts. 
The foam block offers more durability in wet environments.

CODE 1818OR-P 1824OR-P 1836OR-P
SIZE 18“ 24“ 36"
PACK 12 12 4

3” soft Italian PVC bristles with flagged tips. Ideal for sweeping 
fine dust and washing delicate surfaces since both the block and 
bristles are not affected by contact with water.

4
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POLYPROPYLENE FOAM BLOCK BROOMS.
Our floor brushes, manufactured with highly-resistant polypropylene foam block has two threaded holes, to use with any 
threaded handle from our line, with a wide variety of bristles for multiple applications.

SPECTRUM  OMNI SWEEP 

Brush made of polypropylene bristles and block with a 3/4” threaded hole to fix the cane.

The fibers have an angled cut for fast and effective sweeping on all types of surfaces. Short, stiff fibers at the front sweep up heavy debris. 
Long, fine/medium fibers on the back sweep up dust and fine particles.

CODE 4188000 4188100
SIZE 18“ 24“
PACK 12 12

CODE PACK

1110-HL 6

HI-LO SCRUB BRUSH PVC 
MIXED

5

36” (91.5 cm) long brush, made with a combination of two fibers 
of different calibers (soft gray on the perimeter and brown with 
medium stiffness in the center) that allows sweeping fine and 
medium dust with a single tool. Very useful on concrete floors in 
industrial facilities.

10” (25.4 cm) long brush, made of a structural polypropylene 
block with a ¾” threaded hole to fix the cane, compatible with 
any cane with a threaded tip from our line and 1 ¾” yellow rigid 
polypropylene curly fiber ( 4.44 cm) in length.

It can be used on surfaces (not in the food industry) such as 
walls, under furniture, among others, without losing contact 
angle. The most economical option with respect to our 
Multisurface brush (1110-M) since it is manufactured with a 
lower cost black block and does not have fiber on the sides.

CODE PACK

1836MIX-P 4
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VEHICLE CARE BRUSHES.
Brushes specially designed for vehicle care because of the softness of the bristles. These brushes provide the perfect 
tool for car washing and great durability for daily use. Manufactured with durable polypropylene foam block with 
threaded handle hole.

PARTS AND DETAIL BRUSH 

CODE PACK

3801 6

High durability brush manufactured with round cut PBT bristles and plastic block. It has a flow-thru system that allow liquids to run 
through the block and out the bristles for detailing.

It can be connected to a degreasing station, this brush is widely used to clean parts in the automotive industry.

Brush manufactured with very soft flagged polystyrene bristles 
and cylindrical structural foam block with three threaded holes 
to use it on different angles. It is used to clean delicate surfaces 
on buses or trailers.

CODE PACK

4820 6

4820 MODEL 

Brush manufactured with soft flagged PBT bristles and 
cylindrical structural foam block with three threaded holes to 
use it on different angles. It is very useful for washing buses 
and trailer rims.

CODE PACK

4810 6

4810 MODEL 

2 5/16” soft nylon bristles with flagged tips and 10” foam block 
with bumper. This brush has a threaded handle hole and a hole 
for use with tapered tip handles. These brushes may also be 
used manually.

It is recommended to wash cars and delicate surfaces, due 
to the softness of the bristles the surfaces will not suffer any 
damage.

1410 MODEL 

CODE SIZE PACK
1410 10“ 12

2 5/16” flagged soft nylon bristles with flagged tips and 10” foam 
block with a threaded handle hole.

These brushes are recommended to wash cars, trucks, buses 
and trailer boxes, since the soft nylon bristles do not scratch 
delicate surfaces. The two level design of the brush allows 
reaching different surfaces without losing contact angle.

1410-B MODEL 

CODE SIZE PACK

1410-B 10“ 2
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VEHICLE CARE BRUSHES.
Brushes specially designed for vehicle care because of the softness of the bristles. These brushes provide the perfect 
tool for car washing and great durability for daily use. Manufactured with durable polypropylene foam block with  a 
threaded handle hole.

2 ½” Tampico bristles for washing semi-trucks or buses where 
the surface is not as delicate as that of a car.

1609 MODEL 

CODE SIZE PACK
1609 9” 6

2 ½” high-quality soft Italian PVC bristles with flagged tips 
commonly used at car washes because of its softness, density 
and durability.

1809 MODEL 

CODE SIZE PACK
1809 9” 6

2 ½” soft Italian PVC bristles 
with flagged tips. Its two level 
design allows you to reach high 
surfaces without losing contact 
angle, making it ideal for washing 
buses, trucks and semitrucks.

1810-B MODEL 

CODE SIZE PACK
1810-B 10” 2

2 ½” soft Italian PVC bristles with 
flagged tips. This brush is sold in retail 
presentation, it is recommended for 
washing cars and windows. Constant 
contact with water does not affect it.

1810-P MODEL 

CODE SIZE PACK
1810-P 10” 12

2” soft grey PVC bristles with 
flagged tips. Its suggested 
use is for washing delicate 
surfaces, cars and windows.

1808-P MODEL PVC 

Made with soft grey PVC 
bristles with flagged 
tips, this brush is ideal 
for gentle washing on 
delicate surfaces. It is also 
recommended for washing 
delicate car rims and 
cleaning fine dust.

CODE HANDLE SIZE PACK
3105 SHORT 8 1/2” 12

3105-L LARGE 20” 6

CODE PACK
1808-P 16

7
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10” brush manufactured with highly-durable polypropylene foam block with threaded handle hole (can also be used manually) and  2” red 
stiff polypropylene bristles. This brush is ideal for aggressive scrubbing in areas such as restrooms, pools, and workshops, among others. 
It is not affected by moisture or chemical products.

CODE PACK
1110-P 12

1110-P MODEL 

16 SERIES 
CODE BLOCK SIZE PACK
1610-P PLASTIC 10" 12
1610 WOOD 10“ 12
1612 WOOD 12" 16
1614 WOOD 14" 16

Manufactured with 2” Tampico bristles and tropical hardwood block protected 
from moisture with a sealer, or polypropilene foam block in the case of model 
1610-P, and threaded handle hole for use with a handle or telescopic pole (it may 
also be used manually).

17 SERIES 
CODE BLOCK SIZE PACK
1710-P PLASTIC 10" 12
1710 WOOD 10“ 12
1712 WOOD 12" 16
1714 WOOD 14" 16

Manufactured with 2” synthetic horsehair bristles and tropical hardwood block protected 
from moisture with a sealer, or polypropylene foam block in the case of model 1710-P, 
with threaded handle hole for use with a handle or telescopic pole (may also be used 
manually). Recommended for washing windows and very delicate surfaces.

2” red stiff polypropylene bristles, 
ideal foraggressive scrubbing.

1108-P MODEL 

CODE PACK
1108-P 16

2” white nylon bristles, ideal for 
carpet and rug cleaning.

1408-P MODEL 

CODE PACK
1408-P 16

2” black polyester bristles (made out 
of recycled PET), recommended for 
general cleaning purposes.

1508-P MODEL 

CODE PACK
1508-P 16

2” Tampico bristles, this brush is very 
popular for waterproofing.

1608-P MODEL 

CODE PACK
1608-P 16

8
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3201 MODEL 

1 3/4” white Tampico bristles. It is 
useful for non-aggressive washing 
and soft scrubbing.

CODE PACK
3201 12

3202 MODEL  

1 3/4” black polyester bristles (made 
out of recycled PET) recommended 
for general cleaning.

CODE PACK
3202 12

3204 MODEL 

1 3/4” white nylon bristles, ideal 
for carpet and rug cleaning.

CODE PACK
3204 12

3205 MODEL  

1 3/4” soft grey PVC 
bristles with flagged tips. 
Recommended for use in 
washing delicate surfaces, 
cars and windows.

COUNTER DUSTER 
WITH POLYPROPYLENE 
BRISTLES 

All-purpose black crimped polypropylene bristles and tropical 
hard wood block. Lanyard hole enables hang-hook storage. 
Recommended for wet and dry use on counters in workshops and 
many industries (not food industry).

COUNTER DUSTER 
WITH BLACK 
TAMPICO BRISTLES 

Manufactured with tropical hard wood block and black Tampico 
bristles (100% biodegrable). Lanyard hole enables hang-hook 
storage. Soft bristles are great for dusting small particles on all 
surfaces (not food industry).

HAND BRUSHES.

CODE PACK
3205 12

CODE PACK
3701 12

CODE PACK
3703 12

Brushes made with ergonomic block that makes cleaning easier for the user, and helps to avoid excessive hand fatigue.

9

It is manufactured with crimped polypropylene 
bristles and hard wood block with one threaded 
handle hole and another for tapered tip handles. It 
is a very popular scrub brush for boat decks and 
floors in general.

CODE DECK1-10 DECK1-12
SIZE 10“ 12“
PACK 12 12

POLYPROPYLENE 
SCRUB BRUSH 

This brush is manufactured with natural Palmyra 
bristles and hard wood block with one threaded 
handle hole and another for tapered tip handles. It 
is used for aggressive scrubbing on boat decks and 
floors in general. These scrub brushes are 100% 
biodegradable.

CODE DECK2-10 DECK2-12
SIZE 10“ 12“
PACK 12 12

PALMYRA SCRUB 
BRUSH 
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UTILITY BRUSHES.
Scrub brushes for use in many professional cleaning tasks, manufactured with a highly-durable polypropylene foam 
block.

TAMPICO FIBER 

Soft natural Tampico bristles highly resistant to acids and high temperatures, recommended for general washing in less aggressive tasks. 
These bristles are ideal for applications using very hot water since they are not affected by high temperatures like plastic bristles.

CODE HANDLE SIZE PACK
3101 SHORT 8 1/2“ 12

3101-L LONG 20“ 6

POLYESTER 

CODE HANDLE SIZE PACK
3102 SHORT 8 1/2“ 12

3102-L LONG 20“ 6

Low-cost 3” polyester bristles (made out of recycled PET ). It is recommended for aggressive scrubbing tasks.

NYLON 

CODE HANDLE SIZE PACK
3104 SHORT 8 1/2“ 12

3104-L LONG 20“ 6

Highly-resistant nylon bristles that provide the best resistance to high temperatures compared to any other plastic bristle. It is also gentle 
on fabrics, making it ideal for cleaning furniture and rugs. Because of its hygienic features it is also used in areas of high contamination risk.

TAMPICO FIBER AND WOOD HANDLE UTILITY BRUSH 

CODE HANDLE SIZE PACK
3111 SHORT 8 1/2“ 12

3111-L LONG 20“ 12

These brushes are manufactured with 100% biodegradable materials. The bristles and the handle are resistant 
to high temperatures, it is recommended for hot surfaces washing or with hot water (not food industry). Lanyard 
hole enables hang-hook storage. Available with short and long handle.

PALMYRA AND WOOD HANDLE UTILITY BRUSH 

CODE HANDLE SIZE PACK
3106 SHORT 8 1/2“ 12

3106-L LONG 20“ 12

Brushes manufactured with tropical hardwood block and Palmyra bristles. Widely used for cleaning woks in 
restaurants because of their resistance to high temperatures (woks are commonly washed while they are still hot). 
Lanyard hole enables hang-hook storage. Available with short and long handle.

1
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BROOMS.
Line of brooms manufactured with polypropylene foam block with two ¾” threaded handle holes one for upright use 
(traditional) and the other for angular use (providing superior comfort for the user). Suitable for all threaded handles 
from our line.

POLYESTER BRISTLES 
ANGLE 

CURVED 
BROOM 

CODE PACK

8300B 8300G 8300R 8300Y 12

Broom manufactured with flagged PVC bristles for better results 
when sweeping fine dust. This broom is sold without a handle so 
the user can have significant savings by using the same handle 
they already own. It is suitable for the 1901-M or 1905-M handles 
(Page 17).

PVC BRISTLES ANGLE BROOM  

Broom manufactured with flagged PVC bristles 
recommended for general sweeping.

MODEL LONG BRISTLES FOR SWEEPING CODE PACK

SHORT 4” (10.16 cm) MUY FINOS 8304B 8304G 8304R 8304W 8304Y 8304K 12
LONG 6” (15.24 cm) FINOS 8306B 8306G 8306R 8306W 8306Y 8306K 12

CODE PACK
8302 12

Manufactured with polyester bristles (made out of recycled 
PET), it is a low-cost option for light-duty applications.

LOBBY BROOM 

Lobby broom manufactured with flagged 
PVC bristles for better results when 
sweeping fine dusts. This broom is ideal 
for cleaning public areas with constant 
traffic and is the perfect complement 
to our plastic DUSTPRO dustpans with 
handle (Page 22).

CODE PACK
8306 6

WAREHOUSE 
BROOM 

Broom manufactured with 7 ½” polystyrene 
bristles, recommended for sweeping 
coarse debris

CODE PACK
8307R 6

1
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DUST MOP HEADS & METAL DUST MOP FRAMES.
Heavy-duty frames are sold in bundles, threaded connector frames and dust mop heads are sold in boxes.

CODE SIZE PACK
6101 40 cm 12
6102 60 cm 12
6103 90 cm 12
6104 125 cm 6
6105 150 cm 6

CODE SIZE PACK
6101-I 40 cm 12
6102-I 60 cm 12
6103-I 90 cm 12
6104-I 125 cm 12
6105-I 150 cm 12

Alternative to traditional dust mop metal frames, these frames are designed to make the job easier for users and lowering operating costs 
as both the handle and frame can be replaced separately when necessary. Manufactured with specifications and materials that makes 
them resistant to continual use in heavy-duty.

These frames can be used with any threaded handle from our line of products.

Dust mop metal frame manufactured with specifications that make them the most resistant for 
heavy-duty. The 20 gauge sheet metal handle has a reinforced tip to prevent breakage due to 
material wearing fatigue.

The wire rod used for manufacturing the ring, as well as the steel sheet used in the handle articulation, are more resistant than the ones 
used by our competitors, making our frames the best available option.

1
2

DUST MOP METAL FRAME 

THREADED CONNECTOR DUST MOP FRAMES 

MICROFIBER MOP    

SIZE CODE PACK
18” 363311814 12
24” 363312414 12
36” 363313614 12

SIZE CODE PACK
18” 363351900 12
24” 363352500 12
36” 363353700 12

MICROFIBER MOP BASE   

Base for microfiber made of aluminium. 
Rugged triple-riveted construction for 
durability. Designed to clean hard to reach 
areas and hard surface floors.

Dust sticks to the center of the microfiber mop like a magnet for 
effective cleaning.

Compatible with microfiber and pads for wet or dry cleaning.

The microfiber curly finish (known as a 
loop end in the US) keeps dust off the 
floor.
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CUT END DUST MOPS.

EXPORT DUST MOP 

CODE SIZE PACK
6201 16” 12
6202 24” 24
6203 36” 24
6204 50” 12
6205 60” 12

 

PROFESSIONAL DUST MOP 

SIZE CODE PACK

16” 6401W 6401B 12
24” 6402W 6402B 24
36” 6403W 6403B 24
50” 6404W 6404B 12
60” 6405W 6405B 12

SIZE CODE PACK
24” 6402R 24
36” 6403R 24

Professional model dust mop made with red dyed cotton yarn, which allows 
to identify mops by their area and to have a more aesthetic presentation for 
public areas (colored dust mops are far better at disguising dirt and stains).

Cut end dust mops made with blended cotton yarn, and 
synthetic non-woven fabric. These dust mops have a very 
good durability at a very competitive price. This is the most 
wanted option for dust mops and they have the recognition 
from our clients along the USA and Latin America. These dust 
mops are available with white and blue yarn.

Our dust mop heads design uses long-staple yarn on the edges and short in the middle section, that allows to use less 
mop oil resulting in lower costs and less pollution to the environment. The high-quality cotton yarn used to make our 
mop heads makes them long-lasting and more resistant to abrasion.

These mop heads are the most durable and the longest-lasting from our line of products. Made 
with durable 100% cotton heavy-gauge canvas. The best option for cleaning companies and users 
whose work is constant. The price-durability ratio is the best you will find on the market. (Metal 
frame sold separately).

RED PROFESSIONAL DUST MOP 

1
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YATCH MOPS 

MODEL 500

CODE 8150

Ø HANDLE 7/8”

PACK 12

Used for general-purpose and 
semi-industrial facilities.

Recommended for all personnel 
because of the thread count (14 
oz.) and double layer of lacquer 
on the handle (which also protects 
it from moisture) that makes them 
easy for the user hands.

MODEL 750

CODE 8175

Ø HANDLE 7/8”

PACK 12

For industrial use and cleaning 
large areas.

It has 50% more filament than the 
500 model (21 oz.) and therefore 
has a higher absorption capacity, 
drastically cutting cleaning time.

MODEL 750-E

CODE 8175-E

Ø HANDLE 1 1/8”

PACK 12

Wet mop manufactured with the 
same features as the 750 model but 
with a thicker handle for increased 
durability and a more comfortable 
grip.

 

 

 
MODEL CODE PACK

150 g 8715B 8715G 8715R - 8715Y - - - 24
200 g 8720B 8720G 8720R 8720W 8720Y 8720P 8720O 8720K 24

Low price highly absorbent mop manufactured from a high-quality rayon polyester 
blend fabric obtained as an industrial sub-product (from the manufacturing 
processes used for making baby wipes), allowing us to offer a great product at 
a very low price. In comparison with cotton yarn this material is more absorbent 
and durable.

Additionally, these mops are considered “environmentally friendly” because they 
are obtained from a double recycling process and are 100% biodegradable. 
These mops are compatible with our line of threaded handles.

WET MOPS.

Socket mop manufactured with a cotton-polyester blended yarn (90% 
cotton-10% polyester) that provides excellent absorption and durability. 
The 400 model has 10 oz. of yarn and the 500 model has 14 oz. This 
socket mop provides significant savings because its design allows you to 
throw away worn-out mop heads and reuse the handles (sold separately) 
or to continue using the handles you already have to use with brushes and 
other cleaning tools. 

MODEL CODE PACK

400 8240SB 8240SG 8240SR 8240SW 8240SY 8240SP 8240SO 8240SK 24
500 8250PB 8250PG 8250PR 8250PW 8250PY 8250PP 8250PO 8250PK 24

Socket mops are sold in boxes, and the traditional ones are sold in bundles.

1
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CUT END WET MOP 

MODEL CODE PACK

400 g 8214B 8214G  8214R 8214Y 24
500 g 8218B 8218G  8218R 8218Y 24

Designed for its use with quick-release handles or clampstyle grip handles. 
Manufactured with a 5” polyester mesh headband with thermo-sealed finish 
reinforced stitching and a 90% cotton (for absorption) and 10% polyester (making 
it resistant to abrasion) blended yarn. It is available in 4 different colors and 2 
different sizes: 14 oz. and 18 oz.

CODE PACK
8802Y 6

CODE PACK
9901 10

Yellow clamp-style gripper with 60” 
wood handle included, this product 
is made with the handle fixed to the 
gripper.

(Wet mop sold separately).

Bilateral 25” high x 11” wide sign 
made of polypropylene. Designed with 
specially contoured legs to minimize 
the contact of the sign with wet floors. 
Caution notice printed in 3 different  
languages.

CLAMP-STYLE WOOD
HANDLE  

WET FLOOR 
SIGN  

CODE PACK
3800340 6

Bucket with wringer for floor cleaning, 
made of polypropylene and 16.5 liters 
capacity.

Its size and wringer make it very 
useful, since it avoids direct contact 
and wet hands.

BUCKET WITH 
WRINGER  

WET MOP HEADS & GRIPPERS.

38 qtr. mop bucket 
manufactured with reinforced 
polypropylene for a long lasting 
life, even in heavy duty, rubber 
wheels and metal handle. The 
side press wringer is more 
durable due to the upgrade of 
the lever mechanism. We offer 
the wringer, wheels and metal 
spring as replacement parts to 
extend the products life.

YELLOW BUCKET   

PIECE CODE PACK
BUCKET WITH WRINGER 8936Y 1

WRINGER 8931Y 1

1
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 FLOOR SQUEEGEE WITH WOODEN HANDLE   

CODE PACK
7104 12

20” metallic frame floor squeegee with wooden handle manufactured with reinforced metal 
sheet and flexible natural rubber that allows removing water effectively.

It is important to highlight the features of this product since it has been designed for intensive 
use in industrial and professional facilities while our competitors’ squeegees are made with 
a very thin metal channel and low-quality rubber (making the product less durable). 

FLOOR SQUEEGEE WITH METAL HANDLE   

CODE PACK
7104-BM 12

With similar features as our model with a wooden handle, this squeegee are made with an 
18 gauge galvanized metal handle (very durable) as wood is not allowed in all industries 
due to health regulations, or simply because wood would not stand heavyduty applications.

SOCKET FLOOR SQUEEGEE  

CODE PACK
7104-I 12

20” squeegee with high-impact polypropylene connector with interior threading (suitable for our threaded handles) and high gauge 
galvanized metal channel, appropriate for heavy-duty applications.

This squeegee is part of our interchangeable handle system that allows for different tools to be used with the same handle, resulting 
in significant savings. In addition, when the rubber wears out, you keep the handle and only have to pay for the cost of replacing the 
squeegee.

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW SQUEEGEE  

CODE SIZE PACK
7201 12” 12
7202 18” 12

Low cost window squeegee with plastic grip for tapered handles, anodized aluminum frame and natural black rubber. Because of its 
features this tool is ideal for semiprofessional users that need a high quality and low cost tool.

It is available in 2 different sizes: 12” and 18”. 

SQUEEGEES.

1
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48” long  7/8” diameter, lacquered-wood handle without threaded tip, recommended for using metal base Moerman  squeegees (Page 
28).

MODEL DIAMETER LENGTH TIP MATERIAL Ø THREAD PACK
1905-SP 15/16” (2.38 cm) 60” NO DNA 24

Handle with the same features as the handle code 1905 except that it does not have a threaded tip, recommended for using metal base 
Moerman  squeegees. (Page 28). 

MODEL DIAMETER LENGTH TIP MATERIAL Ø THREAD PACK
1901 7/8” (2.22 cm) 48” WOOD ¾” 24

48” long 7/8” diameter, lacquered-wood handle with ¾” threaded tip suitable for our entire line of products with threaded handle hole.

MODEL DIAMETER LENGTH TIP MATERIAL Ø THREAD PACK
1904 7/8” (2.22 cm) 48” METALIC ¾” 24

48” long 7/8” diameter, lacquered-wood handle with ¾” threaded metal tip for greater durability, suitable for our entire line of products. 
Humidity does not affect the threaded tip, making this a long-lasting product.

MODEL DIAMETER LENGTH TIP MATERIAL Ø THREAD PACK
1905 15/16” (2.38 cm) 60” METALIC ¾” 24

60” long  15/16” diameter, lacquered-wood handle with  ” threaded metal tip, suitable for our entire line of products. Its wider diameter 
makes it more resistant for heavy-duty. Its length is ideal to avoid the need of bending over to sweep, making the user less prone to fatigue, 
allowing a better performance and decreasing absenteeism among cleaning personnel.

MODEL DIAMETER LENGTH TIP MATERIAL Ø THREAD PACK
1909 7/8” (2.22 cm) 30” METALIC ¾” 6

30” long  7/8” diameter lacquered-wood handle with threaded metal tip for greater durability. This handle is specially designed for our lobby 
broom and is sold separately, allowing significant savings by purchasing only the replacement broom head.

WOODEN HANDLES  

34 caliber sheet metal baton with ¾” threaded 
plastic tip, covered with plastic film. This cane is 
the most economical option in our line of threaded 
canes. Available in 48” length and 54” m length. 
Sheet gauge used is much higher than that used by 
our competitors.

SHEET METAL HANDLES 

LENGTH CODE PACK

48” 1901-MB 1901-MG 1901-MR 1901-MY 24
54” 1905-MB 1905-MG 1905-MR 1905-MY 24

MODEL DIAMETER LENGTH TIP MATERIAL Ø THREAD PACK
1900 7/8” (2.22 cm) 48” NO DNA 24

1
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HANDLES.

FIBERGLASS HANDLE 

LENGTH TIP MATERIAL CODE PACK
48” PLASTIC 1904-FK 12
60” PLASTIC 1906-FK 12

LENGTH TIP MATERIAL CODE PACK
60” ZINC 1905-FK 12

NATURAL HANDLE 

Handle 40 anodized aluminum pole, 13/16” (2.06 cm) in diameter by 1.50 m long and 
with a ¾” threaded metal tip.

Line of ¾” handles tip poles, they are very light, do not conduct electricity and 
are resistant to exposure to the environment. (Codes 1904-F and 1906-F have a 
reinforced tip with a steel core).

NATURAL ALUMINUM HANDLES 

Aluminum handles (natural anodized) of 1” (2.54 cm) in diameter, which provides 
greater comfort for the user, and ¾” threaded plastic tip reinforced with a steel core. 

CODE PACK
1905-A 12

LENGTH CODE PACK
48” 1904-AK 12
60” 1906-AK 12

1
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CODE PACK
1905-E 12

For a more aggressive scrubbing at a lower price, made 
with durable anodized aluminum and threaded metal tip, it is 
designed for heavy-duty at heights. These poles are the safest 
option for cleaning at altitudes as they make it unnecessary to 
use a ladder. Its storage and transportation are very easy due to 
its length when retracted, it is also recommended for washing 
buses and trailers

CODE SECTIONS SIZE PACK
192240 2 x 48” 7.55 ft 6
192360 2 x 79” 12.47 ft 6

BRACE RODS 

CODE PACK
1910 12 PAIRS

Galvanized brace rods for use with our 24” and 36” brushes. 
These braces provide excellent handle support for heavy-
duty sweeping (all screws necessary for their installations are 
included).

60” long 1” diameter striped aluminum handle without threaded tip.

Designed for use with Moerman  foam rubber squeegee with metal base (Page 28). The striped handle is perfect for continual use in 
industrial and commercial facilitie.

STRIPED ALUMINUM HANDLE WITHOUT THREADING 

HEAVY-DUTY
TELESCOPIC POLES

HANDLE ADAPTER HANDLE ADAPTER FOR 
ITALIAN TO 3/4” THREAD 

CODE PACK
1999 12 CODE PACK

1985 12

This adapter allows using 
Pulex  and Moerman  brand 
floor squeegees (those without a 
threaded connection) with all our 
threaded handles. Designed for its 
use with Pulex® squeegees and 
Moerman® squeegees.

(Handle and squeegee sold 
separately).

Plastic adapter with ¾” threaded 
tip. This adapter has an internal 
perforation for Italian thread, 
allowing the use of Italian threaded 
handles in products with ¾” 
threaded tip.

(Handle and squeegee sold 
separately).

EDITAR

1
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HAND HELD PLASTIC 
DUSTPAN 

Plastic dustpan made of high impact polypropylene. This product 
has been developed for sweeping  fine powders on work tables.

Ideal complement to our Model 3701 and Model 3703 brushes 
(Page 9).

Dual-system reinforced plastic dustpan: it can be used as a swing-out lobby dustpan or 
as a fixed dustpan with a stick.

Made of resistant high-impact polypropylene and aluminum pole. It has an accessory 
to fix the broom to the dustpan pole and thus be able to transport the cleaning tools 
more easily.

BLACK DUST PRO 
LOBBY DUSTPAN  

Manufactured with aluminum covered with electrostatic paint, it is 
the ideal complement for our cleaning tools system.

In an adequate cleaning system it is essential that the tools are 
organized properly.

BLACK ALUMINUM 
BRUSH RACK 

CODE PACK
9101K 12

METAL DUSTPAN 

Our metal dustpan was designed for picking 
up large and heavy debris in metalworking 
industries and has also become popular in 
other industries because of its durability in 
heavy-duty applications. 

The thickness of the metal used is ideal for 
heavy duty and makes this dustpan last 
more than 10 times longer than traditional 
metal dustpans.

CODE PACK
9103 6

CODE PACK
9110K 6

System for a proper organization of cleaning tools and quick drying 
of mops and wet bristles. Its self-adjusting mechanism allows the 
different handle diameters, it also allows for easier mounting and 
easier tool assembly and release. It includes a hook for tools that 
have a hole for hanging storage.

ROLL ‘N GRIP™ 
HOLDER SYSTEM  

CODE PACK
9102K 6

CODE PACK

9120K 12

2
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CODE PACK
9701GY 1

CODE PACK
AZ54000 1

Plastic janitor cart designed to organize cleaning tools and garbage collection.

• Easy to clean smooth surface.
• Plasticized canvas bag included.
• Frontal platform allows placing a mop bucket with wringer (Page 15).
• Non-marking rubber wheels.

JANITOR CART 

SERVICE CART 

Aluminum frame cart with 3 resistant plastic shelves and 3” non-marking rubber wheels. 
This cart is useful for many industries and applications. 

Because of its materials, it is easy to clean and is resistant to rust.

CODE PACK
9600 1

CODE PACK

9601B 9601GY 1

Housekeeping cart closed with doors. Recommended for hotels, residences, 
hospitals, clinics, etc.

Made of gray high density polyethylene, robust and lightweight, with a thickness of 
over 5 mm. 3 regular lower tray and 2 bags of 90 liters with zipper.

4 anti-thread wheels of large diameter (20 cm.), 2 free swivel with brake and 2 fixed.

HOUSEKEEPING CART 

2
1

REPLACEMENT BAG 
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BRONCO™
DOME LID 

BRONCO™
FUNNEL LID 

CODE PACK
DL-032 1

Rugged construction, durable and extra thick plastic.

Dome design equipped with a hinged lid and hinged door to 
help contain debris and bad smell. Its textured surface and 
smooth edges help reduce abrasions and marks. 

CODE PACK
FL-032 4

Made of durable and extra thick plastic. Pressure lid design that 
helps to discreetly contain waste.

Large 7” opening that is large enough to discard trash, but small 
enough to avoid discarding trays and baskets.

RR

R

R

BRONCO™
WASTE CONTAINER  

Ruggedly built container made of highly durable plastic and reinforced skids 
that withstand daily rough use in commercial and residential environments. 
It has ergonomic handles that help to lift, handle and turn the container 
more safely. Airtight sealing Lids - Offers a secure fit to retain odors and 
contaminants.

BRONCO™
FLAT LIDS  

Made of durable and extra thick plastic. Pull-release snap-on lid 
design, effectively contain debris and odor. Raised inner circle on 
top of lid helps stack and organize waste containers with ease. 

CODE PACK
DLY-3230 2

BRONCO™ DOLLY
ROUND CONTAINER DOLLY  

CAPACITY CODE PACK

10 GAL. BC-010-GY BC-010-K 6
20 GAL. BC-020-GY BC-020-K 6
32 GAL BC-032-GY BC-032-K 6

LID CODE PACK

10 GAL. TL-010-GY TL-010-K 6
20 GAL. TL-020-GY TL-020-K 6
32 GAL. TL-032-GY TL-032-K 6

Dolly Base for Round Swivel Caster Trash Containers, Fits 20 
and 32 Gallon Trash Cans. Provides safe transportation of 
heavy loads. Simple twist-lock feature firmly secures the base 
dolly to the container base. Its 3-inch swivel wheels are non-
marking. 

2
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60 LITER 
GARBAGE 
CAN 

Trash can with a capacity of 
60 liters, made of high-density 
polypropylene.

Front tilting lid for general 
waste collection.

60 liter garbage can with front-facing 
round perforation lid for bottles, 
manufactured with polypropylene.

GARBAGE CAN WITH 
FRONT-FACING ROUND 
PERFORATION LID  

The best way to save space in 
work thanks to its slim shape.

It has hooks that help keep 
garbage bags in place safely 
so they don’t spill and even 
remove them more easily.

The side handles help stabilize 
the container while handling it. 

23 GAL TRIMLINE™ 
CONTAINER 

GARBAGE CAN 
WITHOUT 
LID  

Trash can without lid with a 
capacity of 60 liters, made of 
high-density polypropylene.

TRIMLINE™
SWING TOP LID  

CODE PACK
TC060-02-GY 3

60 liter garbage can with front-facing 
slotted lid for paper, manufactured 
with polypropylene.

GARBAGE CAN WITH 
FRONT-FACING 
SLOTTED LID  

CODE PACK
TC060-03-GY 3

The rocker cover allows the elimination of waste with hands-free. Fits 
perfectly with TrimLine ™ 23 gallon waste containers.

CODE PACK

TC060-01-GY TC060-01-K 3

CODE PACK

TC060-00-GY TC060-00-K 3

CODE PACK

CTL-023-GY CTL-023 4

CODE PACK

TTL-023-GY TTL-023 4

2
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SCRATCH BRUSH 

11 1/2” (29.21 cm) narrow brush. Designed for aggressive scrubbing and cleaning in 
narrow spaces. Its hardened carbon steel wire bristles are ideal for tougher cleaning 
jobs, providing fast and aggressive removal of grease and deposits. 

Available with spatula for debris removal and deeper cleaning.

SAFETY CUTTER,       
KLEVER KUTTER™ 

CODE PACK
KK401 50

Double-sided cutter with a recessed blade, its design reduces 
cut injuries and prevents damage to merchandise by cutting 
only the cardboard surface. Its ergonomic handle adapts to 
the hand, facilitating its operation.

MICROFIBER
ECONOMIC CLOTH 

These 16” x 16” economy 
cloths are made of 230 
GSM of 80% polyester and 
20% polyamide microfiber. 

PIECE CODE PACK
BRUSH WITHOUT SPATULA 4067000 12

BRUSH WITH SPATULA 4067100 12

CODE PACK
9322Y 180
9323Y 24

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS.

TOILET CLEANING 
BRUSH 

PIECE CODE PACK
BRUSH 3601  24

BRUSH AND BOWL 3602  24

Toilet cleaning brush manufactured with 
polypropylene block and bristles. Its design, 
materials and density of bristles make it durable and 
effective for cleaning bathroom fixtures (toilets).

Sold in a box of 24 pieces packed in individual 
polyethylene bags.

2
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SQUEEZES FOR WINDOWS.

Pulex® brand squeegee for window cleaning, manufactured with stainless steel and a high-quality rubber blade. These 
squeegees are the most popular option among professional window cleaners because of their superior performance. After 
purchasing the squeegee you can buy only the rubber replacement blades, making this a long lasting tool. 

Available in 3 lengths (12”, 18” and 22”).

Rubber blades for Pulex® brand stainless steel squeegees manufactured with 100% natural rubber imported from 
Malaysia and free of impurities, providing an effective and fast cleaning option for windows that does not leave strips.

The rubber is cut using a process that eliminates the possibility of irregularities.

If your squeegee’s handle is damaged but the channel is still in good condition, it is convenient 
to only purchase a replacement. You can also buy a handle to use with two different size 
squeegees.

They can be used with telescopic poles for more security when working at heights, avoiding 
the use of ladders.

We also offer the option of purchasing replacement stainless steel channels in the event 
that these have been damaged but the blade are still in good condition.

If you need a window-cleaning tool for larger or smaller surfaces, you can simply change 
the channel for another size and use the handle you already have. This allows you to use 
two sizes of squeegees with just one handle.

CODE SIZE PACK
T00300 12” 10
T00450 18” 10
T00550 22” 10

CODE SIZE PACK
T03000 12” 50
T04500 18” 50
T05500 22” 50

CODE PACK
T0600 10

CODE SIZE PACK
T01300 12” 25
T01450 18” 25

SQUEEGEE CHANNELS  

2
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SQUEEZES FOR WINDOWS.

Easy to use, light and cost-effective, these squeegees offer the 
same performance as those made with stainless steel (since 
the quality of the rubber is the same) but they are manufactured 
with a plastic handle and an aluminum channel, making them a 
price competitive option.

It is very effective for washing and drying in just one step for frequent 
maintenance systems. It easily adapts to any handle or telescopic pole for 
cleaning windows at heights.

Very durable all-in-one tool that combines a squeegee and washer 
to make windowwashing easier. You can completely disassemble 
all the parts to use the squeegee or washer separately, which also 
makes it easy to repair in the event that it is damaged.

Tool designed for professional window-washing, manufactured with a 
high-impact polypropylene T handle and a fabric sleeve. Replacement 
sleeves allow the user to re-use the T handle, resulting in significant 
long-term savings.

CODE SIZE PACK
S12030 12” 10
S18045 18” 10

PLASTIC WINDOW SQUEEGEE 

PIECE CODE SIZE PACK
COMPLETE SQUEEGEE W03020 8” 1
COMPLETE SQUEEGEE W03030 12” 20
RUBBER REPLACEMENT W03520 8” 1
RUBBER REPLACEMENT W03530 12” 1

COMBO-SQUEEGEE 

CODE SIZE PACK
W02500 12” 10

AMBO COMBO-SQUEEGEE 

WINDOW WASHER 

SLEEVE REPLACEMENT

CODE SIZE PACK
V04500 18” 10

CODE SIZE PACK
V85045 18” 10

2
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MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS.

TUBEX HOLSTER  

When working at heights it is necessary to always have easy access to the cleaning tools.

The Pulex®  holster allows you to safely carry, in a small space, your squeegee and 
washer (always moist), eliminating the need for carrying a bucket.

CODE PACK
W04000 10

WINDOW AND FLOOR SCRAPER  

Used on surfaces such as floors or windows. The two-sided blade has a sharpened side for 
removing stickers or gum and a flat side for cleaning residues from floors without damage.

Replacement blades can be purchased in boxes of 10 pieces in order to achieve considerable 
longterm savings.

SCRAPER CODE PACK
R01510 25

BLADES CODE PACK
R00305 10

TELESCOPIC 
POLES  

Pulex® has the solution for window cleaning at heights. Its 
telescopic poles reach from 7.55 to 29.53 ft. Manufactured with 
aluminum tubes connected with plastic braces and a tapered 
threaded tip, making them suitable for all Pulex® products.

These tubes are very useful when cleaning at heights as they 
avoid risk for operators.

CODE SECTIONS SIZE PACK
P02250 2 7.55 ft 6
P02400 2 12.47 ft 6
P03600 3 19.69 ft 10
P03900 3 29.53 ft 10

ACCESSORIES &
REPLACEMENT PARTS   

PIECE CODE PACK
SMALL BRACE P04203 25
LARGE BRACE P04204 25
PLASTIC TIPS P04105 10

ALUMINIUM ARTICULATION P04517 10

2
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Excellent telescopic pole with three sections (6.56 ft. when extended), making it very practical for easy transportation and storage as it 
measures only 32” when retracted. Its price makes it the most economical option on the market.

FOAM RUBBER FLOOR SQUEEGEES WITH METAL FRAME  
Line of squeegees imported from Belgium with double blade natural foam rubber of the highest quality on a global level and excellent for 
removing liquids on floors with an irregular surface (tile, non-skid surfaces, floors that are uneven due to wear and even artificial grass). 
Available in three types (colors) of rubber, meeting a wide range of cleaning needs.

With the exception of Standard model floor squeegees which are only suitable for handle code 1900.

STANDARD: Excelent performance and low cost.

CODE RUBBER SIZE PACK CLEANING
AREA

USE
INTENSITY

ST45-B BLACK 18” 10
REDUCED MEDIUM-LOWST45-R RED 18” 10

ST45-W WHITE 18” 10

HEAVY-DUTY: Reinforced will stand the heavy-duty jobs.

CODE RUBBER SIZE PACK CLEANING
AREA

USE
INTENSITY

HD45-B BLACK 18” 10 REDUCED HIGH
HD55-B BLACK 22” 10

NARROW HIGHHD55-R RED 22” 10
HD55-W WHITE 22” 10
HD75-B BLACK 30” 10

WIDE HIGHHD75-R RED 30” 10
HD75-W WHITE 30” 10

HYBRID FLOOR SQUEEGEE  

CODE SIZE PACK
HY55-B 22” 10
HY75-B 30” 10

Floor squeegees with double blade Dura-Flex rubber that provides high elasticity, flexibility, strength and durability. The channel of these 
squeegees is manufactured with resistant galvanized steel.

The connection of these squeegees has a  ” thread suitable for any threaded handle of our line.

SQUEEGUEES AND TELESCOPIC POLE.

CODE SIZE PACK
MO8548 6.56 ft 12

ECONOMIC TELESCOPIC POLE 

2
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Symbology: Our line of products includes a wide variety of color coded cleaning tools with as much as 13 different colors. The corresponding 
letter for each color is added to the general code of the product:

HAZARD ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS (HACCP).

This system was created at the early 60’s as a tool to ensure food safety. It was originally designed by Pillsbury Co. along with NASA to 
guarantee that food was safe to be consumed on the first manned space missions, but today its application is essential in most industries. 

A requirement to have HACCP certification is to have a Cleaning and Disinfection Plan. This plan must guarantee that the organization’s 
processes of production, warehousing, and transportation are safe, documenting the method and frequency of cleaning, through the 
implementation of professional color coded cleaning tools to avoid cross contamination. 

Even if this method is used mainly in industries where hygiene is extremely important, it is recommended for many other areas, such as: homes, 
schools, coffee shops, and stores, among others.

 

THE 7 PRINCIPLES OF HACCP:

1. Conduct a hazard analysis. (HA).

2. Determine critical control points. (CCP’s).

3. Establish critical limits.

4. Devise a system to monitor critical control points.

5. Take corrective actions for out-of-control CCP’s.

6. Establish procedures to confirm that HACCP 
system is working effectively.

7. Establish documentation about all the appropriate 
procedures and registries for HACCP principles 
and application.

For better identification of the 
product best suited for your 
needs, you will find a set of icons 
representing the specific industry 
for which the tool is recommended.

CÓDIGO
BLUE CREAM GREEN GRAY BLACK LIME ORANGE PURPLE PINK RED BROWN WHITE YELLOW

CASTOR +B +C +G +GY +K +GL +O +P +PK +R +T +W +Y
CFS 14 25 09 23 03 75 24 68 26 05 +01 02 04

Line of brushes for a correct color coding, manufactured with materials recommended by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration), such 
as PBT fiber, ideal to meet all the requirements for a product that will be in contact with food. The staples that hold the fiber to the block are 
made of stainless steel to avoid rust contamination. Materials guarantee high durability, making it possible to work with hot water and can 
be subjected to steam sterilization processes. (except for sanitary brushes).

CLEANING TOOLS FOR COLOR CODING

3
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POLYPROPYLENE 11 SERIES 

3” stiff polypropylene bristles for scrubbing and sweeping coarse debris. Available in six colors for those 
who need to implement a color-coding system.  These brushes are made with food grade materials.

PVC 18 SERIES 

3” soft Italian PVC bristles with flagged tips. These brushes are recommended for sweeping 
fine dust and washing delicate surfaces.

POLYPROPYLENE DUAL 

SIZE CODE PACK

14“ 1114-PB 1114-PG 1114-PK 1114-PR 1114-PW 1114-PY 12
18“ 1118-PB 1118-PG 1118-PK 1118-PR 1118-PW 1118-PY 12
24“ 1124-PB 1124-PG 1124-PK 1124-PR 1124-PW 1124-PY 12

SIZE CODE PACK

14“ 1814-PB 1814-PG 1814-PR 1814-PY 12
18“ 1818-PB 1818-PG 1818-PR 1818-PY 12
24“ 1824-PB 1824-PG 1824-PR 1824-PY 12

SIZE CODE PACK

18“ 1118-PBD 1118-PGD 1118-PRD 1118-PWD 1118-PYD 12
24“ 1124-PBD 1124-PGD 1124-PRD 1124-PWD 1124-PYD 12

Manufactured with stiff crimped polypropylene bristles at the center and soft 
polypropylene bristles at the perimeter. This brush is ideal for sweeping all kinds of 
dust due to the mix of both stiff and soft bristles. These brooms are made with food 
grade materials.

SPECTRUM  OMNI SWEEP  

Brush made of food grade polypropylene fiber and block. Its exclusive design combines the 
characteristics of a brush for fine, medium and thick powders. The fibers feature an angled cut for fast 
and effective sweeping on all types of surfaces. Short, stiff fibers on the front sweep up heavy debris. 
Long and fine/medium fibers on the back sweep up dust and fine particles. 

FLOOR BRUSHES WITH PLASTIC BLOCK.
3
1

MEDIDA CODE CAJA

18“ 41890EC68 41890EC26 41890EC05 41890EC01 41890EC02 41890EC04 12
24“ 41891EC68 41891EC26 41891EC05 41891EC01 41891EC02 41891EC04 12

SIZE CODE PACK

18“ 41890EC14 41890EC25 41890EC09 41890EC23 41890EC03 41890EC75 41890EC24 12
24“ 41891EC14 41891EC25 41891EC09 41891EC23 41891EC03 41891EC75 41891EC24 12
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SHOES CLEANING BRUSHES.

BI-LEVEL BRUSH 

BOOT AND SHOE 
CLEANING STATION 

PIECE CODE PACK

COMPLETE STATION 3501B 3501G 3501R 3501Y 1
REPLACEMENT 3502B 3502G 3502R 3502Y 2 PIECES

Manufactured with a steel frame that can be bolted to the floor 
for safety and convenience, and a pair of brushes made with stiff 
crimped polypropylene bristles.

This cleaning station is used for shoe cleaning before entering the 
premises of an industrial facility.

(Replacement brush available)

CODE PACK

4632B 4632G 4632R 4632W 4632Y 4

BOOT HAND 
BRUSH 

Brush manufactured with plastic handle with flow thru system and 
stiff PBT bristles. The quick NPT connect coupling allows for easy 
connection of standard ½” garden hose thread (NPT coupling 
included). This brush is recommended for boot and shoe washing 
before entering the different premises in a food industry facility.

10” brush with resistant polypropylene foam block and a  ” threaded 
hole with a flow-through design and 1 ¾” stiff polypropylene bristles.

Its two-levels of bristles make it ideal for use in the restaurant industry 
(industrial kitchen cleaning) since the two levels allow you to easily 
scrub under furniture and equipment without losing contact angle.

MULTI-LEVEL BRUSH 

Brush made with resistant polypropylene foam block with a ¾” threaded 
hole and 1 ¾” stiff polypropylene bristles.

Its block covered with bristles is recommended for scrubbing underneath 
equipment and many other surfaces such as walls and ceilings. 
Recommended for use in the restaurant industry (industrial kitchen 
cleaning); the bristles on both ends of the brush make scrubbing moldings 
easier.

CODE PACK

1110-MB 1110-MG 1110-MK 1110-MR 1110-MT 1110-MW 1110-MY 6

CODE PACK

1110-BB 1110-BG 1110-BK 1110-BR 1110-BT 1110-BW 1110-BY 2

3
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HANDLE SIZE CODE PACK

SHORT 8 1/2“ 3103B 3103G 3103K 3103R 3103W 3103Y 12
LONG 20“ 3103-LB 3103-LG 3103-LK 3103-LR 3103-LW 3103-LY 6

OVEN AND GRILL BRUSHES.

MANUAL BRUSH 3203 MODEL  

1 ¾” stiff polypropylene bristles. Ideal for aggressive scrubbing. Available in 6 
different colors for its use in color-coding programs.

CÓDIGO CAJA

3203B 3203G 3203K 3203R 3203W 3203Y 12

SCRATCH 
BRUSH 

111/2” (29.21 cm) narrow brush. Designed for aggressive 
scrubbing and cleaning in tight spaces. Its stainless steel bristles 
are ideal for tougher cleaning jobs, providing fast, aggressive 
removal of grease and deposits. Its spatula removes debris for 
deeper cleaning.

CODE PACK
GB12 12

GRILL BRICK 

8” x 4” x 3” (20.32 x 10.16 x 8.89 cm) 
brick recommended for quickly and easily 
removing residue embedded in griddles 
and grills without scratching or removing 
the surface coating. Once the carving is 
finished, it is necessary to rinse surface to 
remove debris produced by carving.

The surface of the brick wears away with 
each use, exposing new abrasive grains, 
allowing this tool to retain its carving ability 
throughout its useful life.

CODE PACK

4067200 12

BRUSH WITH SPATULA FOR GRILLS 

Made with heavy-duty metal bristles that remove rust and burnt-on food residue 
from ovens and grills. Its stainless steel spatula removes debris for a deeper clean.

Block and wooden handle resistant to continuous use in restaurant kitchens. Long 
(77.47cm) and resistant handle for greater reach.

CODE PACK
4029000 6

POLYPROPYLENE 

Brush made with very stiff 1 ¾” crimped polypropylene bristles and comfortable block with 
finger notches. It is recommended for washing pots and pans, plastic containers, tires and 
rims, and bathrooms, among others. These brushes are manufactured with food grade 
materials.

3
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LONG HANDLE UTILITY BRUSH FOR 
HIGH TEMPERATURES 

20” (50.80 cm) brush with rigid plastic bristles that will not melt or degrade at 
temperatures up to 260 °C (260 °F). Its Nylon handle resists heat absorption to protect 
hands during use; the red color, for easy identification, indicates high temperature 
handling.

Ideal for cleaning griddles in the food industry. 

CODE PACK
4011305 12

HIGH TEMPERATURE PIPE BRUSHES 

Rigid plastic fibers that will not melt or degrade at temperatures up to 260°C. Ideal for the food 
industry. Its handle (grip) resists heat absorption to protect hands during use. Red color, for 
easy identification, indicates high temperature handling.

Straight Brush - Designed for cleaning inside pipes, corners and hard to reach areas.
Looped Brush - Its shape is designed for cleaning corners and smaller flat areas.

L-Tipped Brush - Designed for cleaning corners and hard to reach areas.

PIECE CODE PACK
STRAIGHT BRUSH (1) 4011005 12
LOOPED BRUSH (2) 4011205 6
L-TIPPED BRUSH (3) 4011105 12

CODE PACK
4014402 12

Made of stainless steel with polypropylene handle, 39.50” 
(100.33 cm) overall length. Convenient and sanitary 
method for removing floor drain grates. Easy to use: insert 
into the drain and twist to remove the grate.

Ergonomic handle designed for a secure grip. One-piece 
construction for easy disinfection.

DRAIN GRATE REMOVAL 

DIAMETER CODE PACK
3” 5301 3
4” 5302 3

FLOOR DRAIN BRUSH    

This brush is manufactured with polypropylene block with a ¾” threaded handle hole and black 
PBT bristles. 

It is used to clean drain pipes inside food processing facilities.

DRAIN BRUSHES.

3
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8” SWIVEL SCRUB  

Rotating brush for cleaning of zoclos, walls, around kitchen equipment and hard-to-reach areas where floor machines cannot reach. 
Polyester bristles resist water, high temperatures, acids, alkalis and most cleaning products. Perfect for daily use in hotels, restaurants, 
food processors, schools, hospitals and clinics.  

BI-LEVEL SCRUB BRUSH 

Manufactured with 1 3/4” PBT bristles and a 10” foam block with a 3/4” 
threaded handle hole.

The two level design of this brush allows for a special two-position bristle 
trim for scrubbing under counters and machines without losing contact 
angle.

10” DECK SCRUB 

10” brush manufactured with foam block with a  3/4” threaded handle hole and PBT bristles, 
available in two different stiffness:

-LOW (4501): for delicate surface washing

-MEDIUM (4502) for aggressive scrubbing

It is recommended for scrubbing in open areas and it can also be used manually.

SOFT NYLON BRUSH WITH BUMPER  

Manufactured with 2 1/2” soft nylon bristles and a 9” foam block with a  3/4” threaded handle 
hole and a bumper to protect any surface from a possible damage. It is recommended 
for washing delicate surfaces due to the softness of the bristles. The configuration of the 
bristles allows fluid retention and low moisture absorption.

STIFFNESS CODE PACK

BAJA 4501B 4501C 4501G - - - 4501O 4501P - 4501R 4501T 4501W 4501Y 6
MEDIA 4502B 4502C 4502G 4502GY 4502K 4502GL 4502O 4502P 4502PK 4502R 4502T 4502W 4502Y 6

CODE PACK

4510B 4510C 4510G 4510GY 4510K 4510GL 4510O 4510P 4510PK 4510R 4510T 4510W 4510Y 6

CODE PACK

4202B 4002C 4002G 4002GY 4002K 4002GL 4002O 4002P 4002PK 4002R 4002T 4002W 4002Y 2

CODE PACK

45D1B 45D1C 45D1G 45D1GY 45D1K 45D1GL 45D1O 45D1P 45D1PK 45D1R 45D1T 45D1W 45D1Y 12

3
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CUTTING BOARD BRUSH 

Color coded brushes manufactured with ergonomic foam block and 1 1/16” PBT 
bristles. It is specially designed for cleaning cutting boards, tables, counter 
tops and other flat kitchen surfaces.

The angle of the bristles on the front of the brush allows scrubbing hard-to-
reach corners.

IRON HANDLE SCRUB BRUSH 

Hand scrub manufactured with 1 1/4” PBT bristles and plastic iron 
handle. Its design allows the user to make an aggressive scrubbing 
motion while protecting his knuckles from getting scraped.

The open handle easily allows placing the brush on the edge of the 
cleaning solutions container.

COMFORT GRIP SCRUB BRUSH 

8” hand brush manufactured with 1 1/4” PBT bristles. The ergonomic foam 
block fits hands perfectly for comfortable scrubbing.

It is mainly used on stainless steel counters and tables in restaurants, 
hotels, food processing facilities and supermarkets.

ROUND SCRUBBING BRUSH 

Ergonomic multipurpose hand scrub brush, manufactured with round 
foam block and 1 9/16” PBT bristles. This brush is ideal for cleaning 
conveyor belts, food containers, pots and containers in general. The 
blocks design allows exert pressure on the brush, achieving more 
effective cleaning with less effort

CODE PACK

4302B 4302C 4302G 4302GY 4302K 4302GL 4302O 4302P 4302PK 4302R 4302T 4302W 4302Y 6

CODE PACK

4312B 4312C 4312G 4312GY 4312K 4312GL 4312O 4312P 4312PK 4312R 4312T 4312W 4312Y 6

CODE PACK

4402B 4402C 4402G 4402GY 4402K 4402GL 4402O 4402P 4402PK 4402R 4402T 4402W 4402Y 6

CODE PACK

4332B 4332C 4332G 4332GY 4332K 4332GL 4332O 4332P 4332PK 4332R 4332T 4332W 4332Y 6

3
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PBT BRUSHES.

SHORT AND LONG HANDLED UTILITY BRUSH 

Manufactured with foam block and 1 3/4” PBT bristles. Commonly used in 
food industry for cleaning pans, pots, plastic containers, among other kitchen 
supplies. 

The long handle is very useful for cleaning hard-to-reach areas or when there 
is a need to clean moving parts of a machine where the user’s safety may be 
at risk (a very common situation at food processing facilities).

SIZE CODE PACK

8 ½“ 4002B 4002C 4002G 4002GY 4002K 4002GL 4002O 4002P 4002PK 4002R 4002T 4002W 4002Y 6
20“ 4102B 4102C 4102G 4102GY 4102K 4102GL 4102O 4102P 4102PK 4102R 4102T 4102W 4102Y 6

DETAIL BRUSH 

Manufactured with 1½” PBT bristles and a 7” plastic block. It 
is recommended for scrubbing small areas and hardto- reach 
machinery parts. The ergonomic design of the handle makes it 
comfortable to use.

NARROW DETAIL BRUSH 

Manufactured with ¾” PBT bristles and a 9” plastic block. 
Because of its narrow and elongated design, this brush is 
recommended for cleaning hard-to-reach places.

The ergonomic design of the handle makes it comfortable to 
use. 

CODE PACK

4012B 4012C 4012G 4012GY 4012K 4012GL 4012O 4012P 4012PK 4012R 4012T 4012W 4012Y 6

CODE PACK

4022B 4022C 4022G 4022GY 4022K 4022GL 4022O 4022P 4022PK 4022R 4022T 4022W 4022Y 6

3
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STIFFNESS CODE PACK

LOW 4701B 4701C 4701G - - - 4701O 4701P - 4701R 4701T 4701W 4701Y 6
MEDIUM 4702B 4702C 4702G 4702GY 4702K 4702GL 4702O 4702P 4702PK 4702R 4702T 4702W 4702Y 6

ANGLE BROOMS 

Manufactured with foam block with two ¾” threaded handle holes and 4” soft PBT 
bristles at the center and medium PBT bristles at the perimeter allowing to sweep 
fine and coarse debris with one broom.

It outlasts 10 times any regular broom available on the market and its heat 
resistance makes it an ideal tool for working with hot water.

TILE & GROUT BRUSH 

Triangle shaped foam block brush with a molded-in scraper, two ¾” 
threaded handle holes (in two different positions) and 1” PBT bristles. It is 
designed for removing grime, dirt and residue with minimal effort on tiles 
and grouts.

This brush can be used with a ¾” threaded handle in two different 
positions, and it may also be used manually.

KETTLE AND TANK BRUSHES 

These brushes are manufactured with 1 ¾” PBT bristles, soft (4801) for 
washing delicate surfaces and medium (4802 and 4802-S) for scrubbing 
kettles, tanks, pots vats and mixers among others.

Its structural foam block for a 10” overall length (4801 and 4802) and 8” overall 
length (4802-S) for smaller surfaces, has three ¾” threaded handle holes (for 
its use in different angles) suitable with any threaded handle of our line.

CODE PACK

45T2B 45T2C 45T2C 45T2GY 45T2K 45T2GL 45T2O 45T2P 45T2PK 45T2R 45T2T 45T2W 45T2W 4

3
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STIFFNESS LENGTH CODE  PACK

LOW 10” 4801B 4801C 4801G 4801GY 4801K 4801GL 4801O 4801P 4801PK 2
MEDIUM 10” 4802B 4802C 4802G 4802GY 4802K 4802GL 4802O 4802P 4802PK 2
MEDIUM 8” 4802B-S 4802C-S 4802G-S 4802GY-S 4802K-S 4802GL-S 4802O-S 4802P-S 4802PK-S 2

STIFFNESS LENGTH CODE PACK

LOW 10” 4801R 4801T 4801W 4801Y 2
MEDIUM 10” 4802R 4802T 4802W 4802Y 2
MEDIUM 8” 4802R-S 4802T-S 4802W-S 4802Y-S 2
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COUNTER DUSTERS 

Manufactured with a 13” foam block and PBT bristles, these brushes are used for 
keeping counter and work surfaces clean. Available in two different stiffness:

-LOW (4601): recommended for fine dust sweeping in food industry (sugar, salt, 
flour).
-MEDIUM (4602): recommended for general scrubbing on hard to-reach or 
narrow areas.

RADIATOR STYLE BRUSH 

This brush is manufactured with polypropylene handle and soft 
PBT bristles. Its narrow design along with the length of the handle 
allows cleaning hard to reach surfaces such as counter tops, 
refrigerator coils, and conveyor belts, among others.

PINT BOTTLE BRUSH 

Made with PBT fiber and polypropylene block. Its narrow handle and 
softer fibers allow cleaning of delicate surfaces on jars, bottles and 
glasses.

They have a combination of angles in the fibers that allow better contact 
with surfaces for cleaning.

MEAT GRINDERS BRUSH 

Designed to clean meat grinders, but they are also used for 
cleaning pipes and valves. It cleans the meat grinders cylinder 
thoroughly to prevent contamination due to organic residue 
left from its use.  Manufactured with food grade materials that 
guarantee safety and durability.

Available in 3” and 4” diameter.

STIFFNESS CODE PACK

LOW 4601B 4601C 4601G - - - 4601O 4601P - 4601R 4601T 4601W 4601Y 6
MEDIUM 4602B 4602C 4602G 4602GY 4602K 4602GL 4602O 4602P 4602PK 4602R 4602T 4602W 4602Y 6

DIAMETER CODE PACK

3” 5201B 5201C 5201G 5201O 5201P 5201R 5201T 5201W 5201Y 4
4” 5202B 5202C 5202G 5202O 5202P 5202R 5202T 5202W 5202Y 4

CODE PACK

4641B 4641C 4641G 4641GY 4641K 4641GL 4641O 4641P 4641PK 4641R 4641T 4641W 4641Y 6

3
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CODE PACK

40000EC14 40000EC25 40000EC09 40000EC23 40000EC03 40000EC75 40000EC24 40000EC68 40000EC26 40000EC05 40000EC01 400000EC02 40000EC04 6
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HANDS AND NAILS BRUSHES 

Exclusively designed for hands and 
nails washing, manufactured with a 
5” foam block, medium PBT bristles 
along sides and stiff center bristles 
for a more thorough cleaning under 
fingernails.  

This cord is used to set the brush above 
the hand washing station.

HANDS AND NAILS BRUSH KIT  

Exclusively designed for hands and nails washing, 
manufactured with a 5” foam block, medium PBT bristles 
along sides and stiff center bristles for a more thorough 
cleaning under fingernails.

This brush is designed to clean lettuce 
cutters, widely used in the restaurant 
industry. It is manufactured with structural 
foam block and 3 lines of medium PBT 
bristles that make the cleaning of these 
machines easier and more effective.

LETTUCE CUTTER 
BRUSH 

CODE PACK
4399 6

Patented design brush made with stiff 
polyester fibers for aggressive cleaning.

The 3/4” (14.61 cm) handle features a 
unique scraping edge to remove hard-to-
reach blemishes on vegetables.

POTATO 
BRUSH 

CODE PACK
4041202 12

8.75” (22.23 cm) brush, polyester fibers 
and polypropylene handle.

Its round construction is ideal for effective 
cleaning of fruits and vegetables.

VEGETABLE 
BRUSH 

CODE PACK
4016402 12

PIECE CODE PACK

BRUSH 4901B 4901C 4901G 4901GY 4901K 4901GL 4901O 4901P 4901PK 4901R 4901T 4901W 4901Y 12
CORD 4911B - 4911G - - - - - - 4911R - 4911W 4911Y 12

CODE PACK

4931B 4931C 4931G 4931O 4931P 4931R 4931T 4931W 4931Y 6

4
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JAR BRUSH 

COFFEE DECANTER
BRUSH 

Hand held brush designed to clean coffee decanters, urns, pots and 
dispensers.

Manufactured with polypropylene block and soft nylon bristles.

CODE PACK
5512W 4

CODE PACK

5513K 5513W 6

This brush is specifically designed to clean jars, 
bottles, and glasses.

The bristles have the perfect stiffness for effective 
cleaning and the length of the handle allows 
reaching the bottom of the jar.

CODE PACK
4015300 12

10” (60.96 cm) semi-circular brush and polyester fibers that 
adapt to the interior of coffee makers. Compact and easy to store. 
Recommended use for cleaning decanters, pots and coffee 
dispensers.

HANDLE URN 
BRUSH 

CODE PACK
4067300 12

25” (63.50 cm) brush with 5” (12.70 cm) long polyester fiber. Ideal 
for cleaning decanters, pots and industrial coffee machines. Its 
compact design provides greater ease of storage.

CURVED COFFEE 
MAKER BRUSH 

COFFEE SHOP BRUSHES.
4
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BEVERAGE FOUNTAIN BRUSH 

Hand held brush designed to clean the nozzles and inner 
components of beverage fountains. Manufactured with nylon 
bristles and polypropylene block with hanging hole.

CODE PACK
4032 12

HOT DOG
ROLLER BRUSH 

CODE PACK
4116 12

The special design of its rigid V-shaped polyester bristles 
cleans the rollers of hot dog machines and the connection 
points on the side walls at the same time. Eliminates the 
accumulation of unhealthy fat that could cause mechanical 
problems. 

GLASSES WASHER BRUSHES 

Glass cups can be washed thoroughly and safely with our brushes. Its high strength 
polyester bristles with a densely compacted dome top support extreme use. White plastic 
threaded canes help prevent the glasses from cracking or breaking.

Molded plastic base with suction pacifiers provide excellent grip on sinks and decks. 

Brush available in a version for 3 standard cups and a version with three brushes; for 
pilsner, hurricane and standard glasses.

BRUSH CODE PACK

TRIPLE GLASS 
WASHER (1) 4046W 4046K 6

BRUSH CODE PACK
Pilsner, Hurricane, & Standard 
Style Triple Glass Washer (2) 4150600 6

4
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ROUND PASTRY BRUSHES 

FLAT PASTRY BRUSHES 

2” (5.08 cm) or 3” (7.62 cm) wide brush line with 2” (5.08 cm) long, 0.008” 
gauge soft nylon fiber for use in general food processing areas.

Codes 5002G and 5003G, have a hook to hang on the edges of pots and 
containers to prevent spills. 

They should not be used for extended periods of time at a temperature above 
140o F.

1” diameter round pastry brush with 1 ¾” soft PBT bristles. They are very popular in baking 
industry and in general food processing areas. 

They should not be used for extended periods of time at a temperature above 140o F.

TYPE WIDTH CODE PACK

WITHOUT HOOK 2” 5002B 5002G 5002O 5002P 5002R 5002T 5002W 5002Y 12
WITHOUT HOOK 3” 5003B 5003G 5003O 5003P 5003R 5003T 5003W 5003Y 12

HOOK 2” 5002GB 5002GG 5002GO 5002GP 5002GR 5002GT 5002GW 5002GY 12
HOOK 3” 5003GB 5003GG 5003GO 5003GP 5003GR 5003GT 5003GW 5003GY 12

CODE PACK

5001B 5001G 5001O 5001P 5001R 5001T 5001W 5001Y 12

Flat brushes and round brush with nylon fibers that provide 
high liquid retention, and feature epoxy construction to prevent 
bacteria storage. 

Durable, lacquered wood handle. Curved shape designed for 
ergonomic and convenient one-handed use.

Resistant to a maximum temperature of  500 °F.

FLAT NYLON 
BRISTLE BRUSH  

SIZE CODE PACK

1½" 4039600 12
2" 4039700 12
3" 4039800 12
4" 4039900 12

CODE PACK

4040000 12

ROUND NYLON 
BRISTLE BRUSH  

4
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GALAXY™ FLAT PASTRY BRUSHES 

2” (5.08 cm) long nylon fiber brush for the 2” and 3” wide and 
2.25” wide brush versions. 2” and 3” wide brush versions and 
2.25” (5.71 cm) for the 4” wide version. 

Chisel tips provide greater surface coverage and high fluid 
retention. 

Plastic handle features a smooth finish, facilitating the cleaning 
process; the fibers have an epoxy resin construction to prevent 
bacterial build-up.

Available with both white and blue fibers to prevent cross-
contamination when used on fish and raw meats. 

Resistant to a maximum temperature of  500 °F.

SIZE CODE PACK

2" 4039114 4039102 12
3" 4039214 4039202 12
4" - 4039302 12

1.75” (4.45 cm) long nylon fiber brush. This fiber provides excellent fluid retention plus 
an epoxy construction to prevent bacteria buildup. It has a hook that protects it from 
heat damage and allows the brush to be placed on the edge of pots and containers. 
Molded plastic handle ensures long life and easy cleaning.

Resistant to a maximum temperature of  500 °F.

METEOR ® NYLON BRISTLE 
BASTING BRUSH    

SIZE CODE PACK

2" 4040114 4040102 12
3" 4040214 4040202 12

HIGH TEMPERATURE NYLON BRUSHES.

4
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Line of brushes with boar hair bristles. These natural and sterilized 
fibers provide excellent fluid retention as well as having epoxy 
construction to prevent bacterial build-up. Tough, durable, and 
lacquered wood handle. 

Its curved shape is designed for ergonomic and convenient one-
handed use.

Resistant to a maximum temperature of 350°F.

SIZE CODE PACK

1" 4037200 12
1.5" 4037300 12
2" 4037400 12
3" 4037500 12
4" 4037600 12

CODE PACK

4038000 12

ROUND BRUSH  

Round brush, with 2” (5.08 cm) 
long boar hair bristle and 1” (2.54 
cm) in diameter. These natural and 
sterilized bristles provide excellent 
fluid retention in addition to having 
epoxy construction to prevent 
bacteria. 

FLAT BRUSHES   

Its natural, sterilized bristles provide excellent fluid retention in 
addition to having epoxy construction to prevent bacterial build-up. 
Strong, durable, long-lasting, lacquered wood handle. Curved 
shape designed for ergonomic and convenient one-handed use.

SIZE CODE PACK

2” 4037000 12
4” 4037100 12

ANGLED BRUSH  

FLAT BRUSH 
WITH HOOK 

Plastic handle for longer life and easy 
cleaning. Its natural and sterilized 
bristles provides excellent liquid 
retention and its epoxy construction 
prevents bacteria proliferation. 
It features a hook that protects 
the brush from heat damage and 
allows it to be hung on the pots and 
containers.

Resistant to a maximum temperature 
of 500°F.

SIZE CODE PACK

2” 4037800 12
3” 4037900 12

BOAR BRISTLE BRUSHES.

4
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CLEAN-IN-PLACE HOOK BRUSH 

Clean dust and dirt from curved pipes and fittings without disassembling the entire structure with this hook brush. Its bristles 
allows access to confined spaces between individual pipes for thorough cleaning. This hook brush has a contoured plastic 
handle for a secure grip and threaded bore.

PIPES AND VALVES BRUSHES 

DIAMETER CODE PACK

2” 5320B 5320C 5320G 5320GY 5320K 5320GL 5320O 5320P 5320PK 5320R 5320T 5320W 5320Y 6
2 ½” 5325B 5325C 5325G 5325GY 5325K 5325GL 5325O 5325P 5325PK 5325R 5325T 5325W 5325Y 6
3” 5330B 5330C 5330G 5330GY 5330K 5330GL 5330O 5330P 5330PK 5330R 5330T 5330W 5330Y 6

3 ½” 5335B 5335C 5335G 5335GY 5335K 5335GL 5335O 5335P 5335PK 5335R 5335T 5335W 5335Y 6
4” 5340B 5340C 5340G 5340GY 5340K 5340GL 5340O 5340P 5340PK 5340R 5340T 5340W 5340Y 6
5” 5350B 5350C 5350G 5350GY 5350K 5350GL 5350O 5350P 5350PK 5350R 5350T 5350W 5350Y 2
6” 5360B 5360C 5360G 5360GY 5360K 5360GL 5360O 5360P 5360PK 5360R 5360T 5360W 5360Y 2
7” 5370B 5370C 5370G 5370GY 5370K 5370GL 5370O 5370P 5370PK 5370R 5370T 5370W 5370Y 2
8” 5380D 5380D 5380G 5380GY 5380K 5380GL 5380O 5380P 5380PK 5380R 5380T 5380W 5380Y 2

These brushes are manufactured with medium PBT 
bristles distributed all around its circumference, and a 
plastic block with a  ” threaded handle hole for its use 
with any  ” threaded handle.

Available in 9 different diameters (2”, 2  ”, 3”, 3  ”, 4”, 
5”, 6”, 7” and 8”), that allows cleaning practically any 
valve or pipe used in food industry.

4
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TWISTED WIRE BRUSH FOR DEMIJOHNS 

This twisted wire brush is designed to clean the interior of 5 
gallon demijohns.

It is manufactured with nylon bristles and galvanized steel wire. 
The bristles at the tip of the wire help clean the bottom of the 
container more effectively. 

CODE PACK
5403 6

SPIDER WEB BRUSH
AND DUSTER 

Manufactured with plastic grip, heavy-duty wire, and soft PBT 
bristles. It can be attached to a standard telescopic pole (sold 
separately) to easily reach ceilings and windows, they can also be 
used manually.

CODE PACK

5400B 5400G 5400R 5400W 5400Y 4

Its soft bristles are 
recommended for clearing 
spider webs and cobwebs 
quickly and conveniently 
from walls, vents, corners or 
rooftops without scratching 
any surface. Its oval shape 
makes it ideal for cleaning 
ceiling fans.

CURVED PIPE
CLEANING BRUSH 

CODE PACK

5401B 5401G 5401R 5401W 5401Y 4

Constructed of heavy-duty wire, plastic grip and PBT bristles. It can 
be attached to a standard telescopic pole (sold separately) to easily 
reach high pipelines, they can also be used manually.

Its bristles are extremely 
durable and have an adequate 
stiffness for an effective 
cleaning. The curved shape 
makes this tool ideal for 
removing dirt and dust from 
the outside of pipes and other 
rounded surfaces.

CODE PACK
5404 6

TWISTED WIRE BRUSH FOR MILKING MACHINES 

This brush is designed with a swivel to facilitate cleaning the 
interior of the tubes of milking machines.

It is manufactured with stainless steel wire and nylon bristles.

4
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DIAMETER CODE PACK

½” 5105B 5105G 5105O 5105P 5105R 5105T 5105W 5105Y 6
 ¾” 5107B 5107G 5107O 5107P 5107R 5107T 5107W 5107Y 6
1” 5110B 5110G 5110O 5110P 5110R 5110T 5110W 5110Y 6

1½” 5115B 5115G 5115O 5115P 5115R 5115T 5115W 5115Y 6
2” 5120B 5120G 5120O 5120P 5120R 5120T 5120W 5120Y 6

2 ½” 5125B 5125G 5125O 5125P 5125R 5125T 5125W 5125Y 6
3” 5130B 5130G 5130O 5130P 5130R 5130T 5130W 5130Y 6
4” 5140B 5140G 5140O 5140P 5140R 5140T 5140W 5140Y 6

21” overall length pipe brush, manufactured with stainless steel 
wire, PBT bristles (8 different diameters) and solid plastic hand-
fitting handle with convenient hole for hanging. Available in the 
8 most common diameters: ½”, ¾”, 1”, 1½”, 2”, 2 ½”, 3” and 4”. 
Custom pipe brushes can be made under client’s specifications. 

DIAMETER CODE PACK

1/2” 5205B 5205G 5205O 5205P 5205R 5205T 5205W 5205Y 6
 3/4” 5207B 5207G 5207O 5207P 5207R 5207T 5207W 5207Y 6
1” 5210B 5210G 5210O 5210P 5210R 5210T 5210W 5210Y 6

11/2” 5215B 5215G 5215O 5215P 5215R 5215T 5215W 5215Y 6
2” 5220B 5220G 5220O 5220P 5220R 5220T 5220W 5220Y 6

2 1/2” 5225B 5225G 5225O 5225P 5225R 5225T 5225W 5225Y 6
3” 5230B 5230G 5230O 5230P 5230R 5230T 5230W 5230Y 6
4” 5240B 5240G 5240O 5240P 5240R 5240T 5240W 5240Y 6

Tube brush with attachable rod system, consisting of flexible rods 
(stainless steel or nylon), polypropylene grip and a tube brush 
(available in 8 different brush diameters).

This system allows assembling as much rods as needed to the 
tube brushes in order to clean the inside of long pipes. Its use is 
very popular in food and beverage industry.

FLEXIBLE WIRES MATERIAL PACK
5280N NYLON 6
5280SS CARBON STEEL 6
GRIP MATERIAL PACK
5290 POLYPROPILENE 6

4
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3” wide multi-purpose scraper with polypropylene handle, 
and 0.9 mm stainless steel blade. Appropriate to remove 
glued particles from hard surfaces.

These scrapers are made with food grade materials.

STAINLESS STEEL SCRAPER   

SIZE CODE PACK

3" 9201B 9201C 9201G 9201K 9201O 9201P 9201R 9201T 9201W 9201Y 12
4" 9202B 9202C 9202G 9202K 9202O 9202P 9202R 9202T 9202W 9202Y 12

Polypropylene scraper designed to remove glued particles from 
hard surfaces without scratching. It is available in two sizes: 3 
and 4 inches wide and is manufactured with approved materials 
to be in contact with food.

These scrapers have a hole for hanging.

PLASTIC SCRAPER 

CODE PACK

9203B 9203G 9203R 9203W 9203Y 12

PADDLE SCRAPER WITH 
STAINLESS STEEL HANDLE 

Nylon construction with stainless steel handle. 48”(122 cm) long handle for use in deep pots or tubs and center handle for comfort and heat 
resistance, as well as greater stability when mixing.center handle for comfort and heat resistance, as well as greater stability when mixing.

Its hanging tab facilitates sanitary storage in cleaning tool organizers.

Stainless steel handles are recommended for thicker, denser foods.

CODE SIZE PACK
4035400 48” 6

4
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Available in a short handle for greater stability while mixing 
and a long handle, ideal for use in deep pots or tubs.

Waterproof, sealed exterior is smooth and easy to clean. 
Features hanging tab, facilitates sanitary storage in 
cleaning tool organizers.

POLYETHYLENE SPATULA POLYPROPYLENE HANDLE  

Compatible with our spatula models.

The long handle is recommended for stirring, mixing and 
cleaning deep pots and tubs.

Available in 33” (83.82 cm) and 54” (137.16 cm) length 
versions.

PIECE CODE PACK
SHORT HANDLE SPATULA 4035100 6

LONG HANDLE SPATULA (60”) 4135900 6
SPATULA REPLACEMENT 4036000 6

SANITARY SHOVELS   

These one piece shovels can be used during production and in direct contact with 
food; manufactured with food grade materials these shovels are commonly used to 
move product from containers to containers or from containers to conveyor belts.

It can also be used in industries where flammable liquids are handled since the 
friction of the shovel with the surface would not create sparks that could cause fires.

SIZE CODE PACK
33” HANDLE 4144700 6
54” HANDLE 4144800 6

NYLON SPATULA 
PIECE CODE PACK

SHORT HANDLED SPATULA 40350C14 40350C09 40350C05 40350C04 6

48” PADDLE SCRAPER 40353C14 40353C09 40353C05 40353C04 6
PADDLE SCRAPER REPLACEMENT 40361C14 40361C09 40361C05 40361C04 6

Nylon spatula designed for kitchen tasks of mixing and stirring 
food. Its rounded and angular corners provide access to hard-to-
reach areas.

Available in a short handle for greater stability while mixing and 
a long handle for use in deep pots or tubs. Its sealed exterior is 
smooth and easy to clean. Features hanging tab, facilitates 
sanitary storage in cleaning tool organizers.

Spatula replacement available.

SIZE CODE PACK

SMALL 9801B 9801C 9801G 9801GY 9801K 9801GL 9801O 9801P 9801PK 9801R 9801T 9801W 9801Y 3
LARGE 9802B 9802C 9802G 9802GY 9802K 9802GL 9802O 9802P 9802PK 9802R 9802T 9802W 9802Y 3
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Looped end wet mop manufactured with rayon/polyester/ cotton 
blend yarn and a 5” headband; for its use with clampstyle grippers. 
It also has a tail band for a more uniform cleaning and to prevent 
contamination from the detachment of yarn. It is available in 6 
different colors and 3 different sizes: small (16 oz.), medium (20 
oz.) and large (24 oz.).

Dust mop manufactured with durable polyester canvas ensuring a long life, 
low absorption and no shrinkage problems.

The yarn is made with a blend of cotton and polyester fibers providing superior 
resistance to abrasion, a long life and low oil consumption (also known as dust 
mop treatment). Its loop-end construction eliminates up to 90% of lint release 
and extends its life up to 5 times longer than mop heads with cut-end yarn.

PRO-COLOR DUST MOP 

MOPS.

THREADED CONNECTOR DUST MOP FRAMES 

CODE SIZE PACK
6101-I 16” 12
6102-I 24” 12
6103-I 36” 12
6104-I 50” 12
6105-I 60” 12

Alternative to traditional dust mop metal frames, these frames are designed to make the 
job easier for users and lowering operating costs as both the handle and frame can be 
replaced separately when necessary. Manufactured with specifications and materials that 
makes them resistant to continual use in heavy-duty.

These frames can be used with any threaded handle from our line of products.

SIZE CODE PACK

16” 6601B 6601G 6601K 6601R 6601W 6601Y 12
24” 6602B 6602G 6602K 6602R 6602W 6602Y 12
36” 6603B 6603G 6603K 6603R 6603W 6603Y 12

LOOP END WET MOP 

SIZE CODE PACK

16 oz 8616B 8616G  8616R 8616W 8616Y 12
20 oz 8620B 8620G  8620R 8620W 8620Y 12
24 oz 8624B 8624G  8624R 8624W 8624Y 12

CODE PACK

8801B 8801G 8801R 8801Y 12

CLAMP-STYLE GRIPPER 

It is available in 4 different colors for color coding programs. It 
has a plastic brace to adapt it to different handles available on the 
market. This product is compatible with the following handles from 
our products catalog: code 1904, 1905, 1905-F and 1905-A.

5
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9” x 6” hand pads recommended for all purpose cleaning. These hand pads are 
manufactured with non-woven nylon fabric and aluminum oxide (abrasive) attached to the 
fabric with phenolic resin, in 5 different colors with the same scrubbing properties for every 
color and dyed with nontoxic organic dye. Its use is ideal in food industry with color coding 
programs.

CODE PACK

AC96-B AC96-G AC96-R AC96-W AC96-Y 48

PADS AND PAD HOLDER.

UTILITY PAD HOLDER  

CODE PACK

9104B 9104G 9104R 9104W 9104Y 6

3 1/2” x 9” pad holder manufactured with a brace to adjust the holder to different 
handles on the market and an adapter for  ” threaded tip handles. The abrasive 
pad is held on the bottom of the holder to scrub on a wide variety of surfaces 
and hard to reach areas.

MICROFIBER MOP  

CODE PACK

6701G 6701R 6701Y 12

11” x 5” microfiber mop manufactured with a mix of polyester and polyamide. It 
is fastened to the utility pad holder by using the Velcro on the back of the mop.

UTILITY PADS  

CODE PACK

626 672 631 621 20

4 1/2” x 10” utility pads for its use with the pad holder, available with 4 different grits for specific 
applications. 

WHITE: For light duty on delicate surfaces, ideal for reaching corners when floor buffing.
BLUE: For general purpose cleaning and scrubbing of baseboards, floors and
equipment.
BROWN: Recommended for aggressive cleanind of heavy build-ups.
BLACK: More abrasive pad for very aggressive cleaning of heavy build-ups and other
tough floor applications.

5
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WET MOPS. 

POLYKLIN  

Socket mop manufactured with 8 oz. of extra-absorbent non-woven polyklin 
filament with 60 strands with a length of 20” each. Ideal for cleaning in areas 
where it is important to reduce the amount of lint (particles in the air) since this 
fabric sheds far less fiber than traditional cotton mops (this also makes it a 
more durable product).

CODE PACK

8518B 8518G 8518K 8518O 8518P 8518R 8518W 8518Y 12

ANTIBACTERIAL SOCKET MOPS  

Mop made with rayon yarn chemically treated with antimicrobial, preventing the spread 
of bacteria in the mop for its entire life. It is ideal for use where hygiene is of the utmost 
importance such as hospitals, daycares, and restaurants, among others. (For increased 
hygiene we recommend that this mop be used with handles 1904-F or 1906-F).

MODEL CODE PACK

10 oz. 8410B 8410G - - - 8410R - 8410Y 24
14 oz. 8414B 8414G 8414K 8414O 8414P 8414R 8414W 8414Y 24
18 oz. 8418B 8418G 8418K 8418O 8418P 8418R 8418W 8418Y 24

MICROFIBER SOCKET MOPS  

Manufactured with 9 oz. of 100% polyester microfiber, these wet mops have better absorption 
and dirt retention than cotton wet mops. These features drastically reduce the amount of 
chemicals and water consumption used for cleaning. Due to its weight, it is very easy to 
handle and it has the same absorption capability as a 18 oz. cotton wet mop.

The polyester filaments do not allow bacteria proliferation; this is a product that can be used in areas where hygiene is extremely 
important such as hospitals, daycares, restaurants and food industry among others.

CODE PACK

8002B 8002G 8002O 8002P 8002R 8002Y 12

CODE PACK
9901 10

WET FLOOR SIGN 

Bilateral sign made of polypropylene 25” high x 11” wide. Designed with specially contoured legs to 
minimize the contact of the sign with wet floors. Caution notice printed in 3 languages.

Socket mops are sold in boxes.
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DUAL CHAMBER WRINGER BUCKET   

WRINGER BUCKETS.

         

COMING SOON!

5
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MOP BUCKET WITH WRINGER 

WRINGER BUCKETS.

PIECE CODE PACK
METAL SPRING 8990 1

WHEELS 8991 1

PIECE CODE PACK

BUCKET 8930B 8930G 8930O 8930P 8930R 8930Y 1
WRINGER 8931B 8931G 8931O 8931P 8931R 8931Y 2

BUCKET WITH WRINGER 8936B 8936G 8936O 8936P 8936R 8936Y 1

38 qtr. mop bucket manufactured with reinforced polypropylene for a long lasting life, even in heavy duty, rubber wheels and metal handle. 
The side press wringer is more durable due to the upgrade of the lever mechanism. We offer the wringer, wheels and metal spring as 
replacement parts to extend the products life.

Bucket with wringer for floor cleaning, made of polypropylene and 16.5 
liters capacity.

Its size and wringer make it very useful, since it avoids direct contact and 
wet hands.

BUCKET WITH WRINGER  

5
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PIECE CODE PACK

BUCKET 3800320 3800310 3800300 3800340 6
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CONTAINERS.

Sturdy construction container, made of high durability plastic and reinforced drag skids that resist heavy daily use in commercial and 
residential environments. It has NSF Standard 2 certification that also makes it suitable for organizing and storing food as well NSF 
Standard 21 for cleanability. Its ergonomic handles help lift, handle and flip the container with greater safety.

Thight sealing lids: with a variety of styles, each lid (sold separately) offers a secure fit to retain odors in and contaminants out.

BRONCO™ CYLINDRICAL 
CONTAINER 

B)
HERMETIC SEALING 
COVERS, RETAINS 
BAD ODORS.

CAPACITY CODE PACK

10 GAL. BC-010-B BC-010-G BC-010-GY BC-010-K BC-010-O BC-010-P BC-010-R BC-010-W BC-010-Y 6
20 GAL. BC-020-B BC-020-G BC-020-GY BC-020-K BC-020-O BC-020-P BC-020-R BC-020-W BC-020-Y 6
32 GAL. BC-032-B BC-032-G BC-032-GY BC-032-K BC-032-O BC-032-P BC-032-R BC-032-W BC-032-Y 6
44 GAL. BC-044-B BC-044-G BC-044-GY - - - BC-044-R BC-044-W BC-044-Y 3
55 GAL. BC-055-B BC-055-G BC-055-GY - - - BC-055-R BC-055-W BC-055-Y 3

A)
ERGONOMIC 
HANDLES HELP 
IN CONTAINER 
HANDLING.

C)
SLOTS THAT 
FACILITATE THE 
STACKING OF 
CONTAINERS.

R

5
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CONTAINERS.

BRONCO™
FLAT LIDS   

Made of durable and extra thick plastic. It has NSF Standard 2 certification that makes it suitable for organizing and storing food as well as 
NSF Standard 21 for cleanability. Pressure lid design that is released when pulled, effectively contains debris waste, and odors. The raised 
inner circle at the top of the lid helps to stack and organize waste containers with ease (sold separately). 

LID CODE PACK

10 GAL. TL-010-B TL-010-G TL-010-GY TL-010-K TL-010-O TL-010-P TL-010-R TL-010-W TL-010-Y 6
20 GAL. TL-020-B TL-020-G TL-020-GY TL-020-K TL-020-O TL-020-P TL-020-R TL-020-W TL-020-Y 6
32 GAL. TL-032-B TL-032-G TL-032-GY TL-032-K TL-032-O TL-032-P TL-032-R TL-032-W TL-032-Y 6
44 GAL. TL-044-B TL-044-G TL-044-GY - - - TL-044-R TL-044-W TL-044-Y 3
55 GAL. TL-055-B TL-055-G TL-055-GY - - - TL-055-R TL-055-W TL-055-Y 3

BRONCO™ DOME LID BRONCO™ FUNNEL LID 

CODE PACK
DL-032 1

Rugged construction, durable 
and extra thick plastic.

Dome design equipped with 
a hinged lid and hinged door 
to help contain debris and bad 
smell. Its textured surface and 
smooth edges help reduce 
abrasions and marks. 

CODE PACK
FL-032 4

Made of durable and extra thick 
plastic. Pressure lid design that 
helps to discreetly contain waste.

Large 7” opening that is large 
enough to discard trash, but small 
enough to avoid discarding trays 
and baskets.

BRONCO™ DOLLY
ROUND CONTAINER DOLLY 

CODE PACK
DLY-3220 2

Dolly base for trash bins with round swivel wheels, fits 20, 32, 44 and 55 gallon 
containers. It offers safe transport of heavy loads.

The simple twist function for locking, firmly secure the dolly base to the base of the 
container. Non-marking 3 inch swivel wheels roll cleanly on a variety of interior and 
exterior surfaces. NSF Standard 21 meets the criteria for cleanability. 

R

R

R

R
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GARBAGE CAN WITHOUT LID 

60 liter garbage can with front-
facing swing lid for general residue 
collection, manufactured with 
polypropylene in different colors for 
color codingprograms.

60 LITER GARBAGE CAN 

GARBAGE CANS.

60 liter garbage can with front-facing 
round perforation lid for bottles, 
manufactured with polypropylene.

CODE PACK
TC060-02-GY 3

60 liter garbage can with front-facing swing lid for general residue collection, manufactured with polypropylene 
in different colors for color coding-programs.

CODE PACK

TC060-01-B TC060-01-G TC060-01-GY TC060-01-K TC060-01-O TC060-01-R TC060-01-T TC060-01-W TC060-01-Y 3

60 liter garbage can with front-
facing slotted lid for paper, 
manufactured with polypropylene.

GARBAGE CAN WITH 
FRONT-FACING 
SLOTTED LID 

CODE PACK
TC060-03-GY 3

CODE PACK

TC060-00-B TC060-00-G TC060-00-GY TC060-00-K TC060-00-O TC060-00-R TC060-00-T TC060-00-W TC060-00-Y 3

5
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WITH FRONT-
FACING ROUND 
PERFORATION LID 
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GARBAGE CANS.

The best way to save space in work thanks to its slim shape.

It has hooks that help keep garbage bags in place safely so they 
don’t spill and even remove them more easily.

The side handles help stabilize the container while handling it. It has 
NSF Standard 2 certification that also makes it suitable for organizing 
and storing food as well as NSF Standard 21 for cleanability. 

23 GAL TRIMLINE™ CONTAINER 

The rocker cover allows the elimination of waste with hands-free. Fits 
perfectly with TrimLine ™ 23 gallon waste containers.

TRIMLINE™ SWING TOP LID 

CODE PACK

CTL-023-B CTL-023-GY CTL-023-K CTL-023-T 4

Lids compatible with our TrimLine™ rectangular containers. 
Compact design saves space by fitting into tight spaces. 
Features two perforations for can and bottle collection.

TRIMLINE™ RECTANGLE 
LID WITH BOTTLE AND 
CAN RECEPTACLE 

CODE PACK
342027REC14 4

Elegant design dolly. Its ease of movement thanks to its 3” 
non-marking omnidirectional wheels reduces transport time for 
emptying. Reduces handling and exposure and restricts access 
to pests. 

Supports up to 200 lbs (90kg).

DOLLY 
TRIMLINE™ 

CODE PACK
36921003 1

CODE PACK

TTL-023-B TTL-023-GY TTL-023-K TTL-023-T 4

5
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Reinforced plastic dustpan with dual-use system (can be used as a flip-up 
lobby dustpan or fixed upright dustpan with handle).

Manufactured with durable high-impact polypropylene and aluminum 
handle (all materials appropriate for use in food processing areas, without 
contaminating).

Available in 13 different colors for use in HACCP programs.

DUST PRO LOBBY DUSTPAN 

HACCP MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS.

These 16”x 16” cloths are made of 300 GSM microfiber, 80% polyester 
and 20% polyamide. The reinforced stitching on the perimeter and the 
density of the microfiber give them excellent durability allowing them 
to be used and washed hundreds of times without damage. The price 
benefit ratio is superior to regular cotton cloths.

The main characteristic of this microfiber is the mix of microscopic 
fiber, polyester and polyamide combined to create small like 
“claws” allowing it to absorb dirt and clean more effectively.

Dustpan manufactured with high-impact polypropylene, available 
in different colors for color-coding programs. This product has 
been designed for picking-up fine dust on work tables (flour, for 
example) in food industry.

It is the ideal complement to our PBT counter brush (Page 41).

CODE PACK
9102-RH 48

HAND HELD PLASTIC DUSTPAN 
CODE PACK

9101B 9101G 9101K 9101O 9101P 9101R 9101W 9101Y 12

CODE PACK

9102B 9102C 9102G 9102GY 9102K 9102GL 9102O 9102P 9102PK 9102R 9102T 9102W 9102Y 6

MICROFIBER CLOTH 

CODE PACK

9301B 9301G 9301O 9301P 9301R 9301W 9301Y 24
9321B 9321G 9321O 9321P 9321R 9321W 9321Y 180

6
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Manufactured with aluminum covered with electrostatic paint, it is the ideal complement 
for our cleaning tools system. In an adequate cleaning system it is essential that the 
tools are organized properly. International regulations demand that in food processing 
areas, tools should not be in contact with the floor to avoid contamination, also the use 
of these racks avoid damage caused by bad storage.

CODE PACK

9110B 9110C 9110G 9110K 9110O 9110P 9110R 9110T 9110W 9110Y 6

ALUMINUM BRUSH RACKS 

System for a proper organization of cleaning tools and quick drying of mops and wet 
bristles. Its self-adjusting mechanism allows the different handle diameters, it also 
allows for easier mounting and easier tool assembly and release. It includes a hook for 
tools that have a hole for hanging storage.

ROLL ‘N GRIP™ 
HOLDER SYSTEM 

JANITOR CART  
CODE PACK

CART 9601GY 9601B 1

CODE PACK
9701GY 1

CODE PACK
9600 1

Plastic janitor cart designed to organize cleaning tools and 
garbage collection.

• Easy to clean smooth surface.
• Plasticized canvas bag included.
• Frontal platform allows placing a mop 
bucket with wringer (Page 54 y 55).
• Non-marking rubber wheels.

SERVICE CART 

Aluminum frame cart with 3 resistant 
plastic shelves and 3” non-marking 
rubber wheels. This cart is useful for 
many industries and applications.

Because of its materials, it is easy to 
clean and is resistant to rust.

CODE PACK

9120B 9120G 9120K 9120R 9120Y 12

CODE PACK
AZ54000 1

Housekeeping cart closed with doors. Recommended for hotels, residences, hospitals, 
clinics, etc.

Made of gray high density polyethylene, robust and lightweight, with a thickness of over 
5 mm. 3 regular lower tray and 2 bags of 90 liters with zipper.

4 anti-thread wheels of large diameter (20 cm.), 2 free swivel with brake and 2 fixed.

HOUSEKEEPING CART  

6
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TRACKING TOOL
WE PUT AT YOUR DISPOSAL OUR NEW 
TRACKING TOOL FOR YOUR ORDER.

www.cepilloselcastor.com/rastrear

HANDLES.

FIBERGLASS HANDLE WITH
EUROPEAN STYLE THREAD 

These handles have a european style thread, used in countries such as Germany and Denmark, and are designed to 
be used with tools with threaded holes manufactured in such countries.

SIZE CODE PACK

60” 1906E-FB 1906E-FC 1906E-FG 1906E-FK 1906E-FO 1906E-FP 1906E-FR 1906E-FT 1906E-FW 1906E-FY 12

*European style thread is not suitable for any of 
the products we manufacture with 3/4” threaded 
holes.

NATURAL ALUMINUM HANDLE
WITH EUROPEAN STYLE THREAD 

These handles have a european style thread, used in countries such as Germany and Denmark, and are designed to 
be used with tools with threaded holes manufactured in such countries.

SIZE CODE PACK

60” 1906E-AB 1906E-AC 1906E-AG 1906E-AK 1906E-AO 1906E-AP 1906E-AR 1906E-AT 1906E-AW 1906E-AY 12

*European style thread is not suitable for any of 
the products we manufacture with 3/4” threaded 
holes.

6
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FIBERGLASS HANDLES 
SIZE PLASTIC TIP CODE PACK

48” 1904-FB 1904-FC 1904-FG 1904-FGY 1904-FK 1904-FGL 1904-FO 1904-FP 1904-FPK 1904-FR 1904-FT 1904-FW 1904-FY 12
60” 1906-FB 1906-FC 1906-FG 1906-FGY 1906-FK 1906-FGL 1906-FO 1905-FP 1906-FPK 1905-FR 1905-FT 1905-FW 1905-FY 12

LENGTH METAL TIP CODE PACK
1.50 m 1905-FB 1905-FC 1905-FG - 1905-FK - 1905-FO 1905-FP - 1905-FR 1905-FT 1905-FW 1905-FY 12

Handles with  3/4” threaded tip, ideal for highly hygienic areas requirements. These handles are very light, do not conduct electricity, do 
not allow microbial growth and are resistant to environmental exposure. 

NATURAL ALUMINUM HANDLES  

Anodized natural aluminum handles, made with 1” diameter aluminum tubes and a 3/4” 
threaded plastic tip. 

SIZE CODE PACK

30” 1902-AB 1902-AC 1902-AG 1902-AGY 1902-AK 1902-AGL 1902-AO 1902-AP 1902-APK 1902-AR 1902-AT 1902-AW 1902-AY 12
48” 1904-AB 1904-AC 1904-AG 1904-AGY 1904-AK 1904-AGL 1904-AO 1904-AP 1904-APK 1904-AR 1904-AT 1904-AW 1904-AY 12
60” 1906-AB 1906-AB 1906-AG 1906-AGY 1906-AK 1906-AGL 1906-AO 1906-AP 1906-APK 1906-AR 1906-AT 1906-AW 1906-AY 12

Clamp-style gripper with 60” fiberglass handle included, 
this product is made with the handle fixed to the gripper 
and it is available in 5 different colors for its use in color 
coding programs.

CÓDIGO PACK

8803B 8803G 8803K 8803R 8803Y 6

CLAMP-STYLE FIBERGLASS HANDLE 

Available in three different versions:
a) 1905-F, metal tip,  7/8” diameter and 60” long.
b) 1904-F, reinforced plastic tip, 1” diameter and 48” long.
c) 1906-F, reinforced plastic tip, 1” diameter and 60” long.

Available in three different versions:
a) 1902-A, 30” long.
b) 1904-A, 48” long.
c) 1906-A, 60” long.

6
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These handles do not have paint to prevent 
contamination by detached particles (color coded 
only on plastic pieces) and have a wider diameter 
to make its use more comfortable. 
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For more aggressive scrubbing at a lower price, made with 
durable anodized aluminum and threaded metal tip, it is 
designed for heavy-duty at heights. These poles are the safest 
option for cleaning at altitudes as they make it unnecessary to 
use a ladder. Its storage and transportation are very easy due 
to its length when retracted, it is also recommended for washing 
buses and trailers.

CODE SECTIONS SIZE PACK
192240 2 x 48” 7.55 ft 6
192360 2 x 79” 12.47 ft 6

HEAVY-DUTY
TELESCOPIC POLES 

HANDLES AND TELESCOPIC POLES.

FIBERGLASS
EXTENSION POLES 

1” diameter pole made of fiberglass, with a 3/4” threaded tip and a length 
of 1.37 m (retracted) up to 2.40 m (extended). Compatible with any 
product with threaded perforation in our line. Available in 5 colors for 
color coding areas.

CODE PACK

193240-FB 193240-FG 193240-FR 193240-FW 193240-FY 12

CODE PACK
1999 12

Plastic adapter, which 
allows the use of Pulex® 
and Moerman® brand floor 
squeegees (those that do not 
have a threaded connection) 
making them compatible with 
all our threaded tip poles. 
Recommended for Pulex® 
and Moerman® brand 
industrial squeegees.

(Cane and squeegee sold 
separately.)

Plastic adapter with ¾” 
threaded tip. This adapter 
has an internal perforation for 
Italian thread, allowing the use 
of Italian threaded handles in 
products with ¾” threaded tip.

(Cane and squeegee sold 
separately).

HANDLE ADAPTER FOR 
ITALIAN TO 3/4” THREAD 

HANDLE 
ADAPTER  

CODE PACK
1985 12

6
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WHEELS
CODE PACK

W01140 4

HANGERS
CODE PACK

W01143 2

INDUSTRIAL FLOOR SQUEEGEES  
These squeegees are ideal for removing water or debris from any type of floor, even those with uneven surfaces. The squeegee frame has 
a universal connector to fit any handle, and is made with mineral reinforced plastic. Its use is recommended with handles code 1905-F and 
1905-A, or 1906-F* and 1906-A* (Page 63).

*Using the plastic adapter model CODE 1999 (Page 64).

RED RUBBER  

CODE SIZE PACK
W21545 45 cm 10
W21575 75 cm 10

Red rubber is ideal for cleaning in industries where resistance to oil derivatives is needed.

WHITE RUBBER  

CODE SIZE PACK
W21145 45 cm 10
W21175 75 cm 10

White rubber is needed for users who require to clearly see when the rubber is dirty in order to dispose the product.

BLACK RUBBER         
SIZE CODE PACK

45 cm W20045B W20045G W20045 W20045R W20045Y 10
65 cm W20065B W20065G - W20065R W20065Y 10
75 cm W20075B W20075G W20075 W20075R W20075Y 10

Manufactured with a very soft and perfectly stretched flexible double blade rubber that avoids leaving residual substances in any irregularity 
that the surface might have.

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS.

Because of its rectangular design this bucket is ideal for use with tools that would not normally fit in traditional round buckets such as 
window-cleaning or floor waxing tools, as well as other special uses. Additional accessories include wheels to add mobility to the buckets 
and it has hangers for use with squeegees and washers (both essential tools in professional window-cleaning).

6
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CODE PACK

W01130 W01132 W01131 W01133 10

WINDOW CLEANING BUCKET 
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MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS.

21” x 4” trapezoid-shaped microfiber cloth frame with universal handle 
hole with 4 perforations for quickly attaching cloths. It adapts perfectly 
to the floor because the bottom part of the frame is made with soft but 
durable rubber foam.

New presentation without handle.

This double bucket allows separating clean water and dirty water* in 
different containers making it a very effective tool for highly hygienic 
cleaning.

It has a down press wringer that can be used with wet mops up to 19 oz. that 
includes an adapter for flat microfiber wet mops (Page 67) and two trays to 
carry additional cleaning products.

* Maximum capacity 15 liters each.

Manufactured with very light and resistant materials that facilitate the use and handling of the base for mopping floors. This 40 cm base has 
an opening and closing system that allows the operator to remove the dirty microfiber without having to touch it, as well as a mechanism that 
allows the base to flex in such a way that the microfiber can be squeezed into the bucket with double Deposit.

Recommended for areas where the risk of contamination is medium-high, such as hospital rooms, hotels, restaurants and the food 
processing industry. Can be used in color-coded areas by simply changing the plastic pieces that hold the microfiber.

OLYMPIC ONE MICROFIBER FRAME 

DOUBLE BUCKET WITH 
WRINGER 

CODE PACK
IPC00030G 10

CODE PACK
IPC01290 1

CODE PACK
W00200 1

6
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FLAT FLOOR CARE SYSTEM.

Blue microfiber, ideal for cleaning floors. It is very useful for cleaning 
and disinfecting in medium-high contamination risk areas such as 
hospital rooms, hotels, restaurants and food industry.

HYGIENE MICROFIBER 

COMPATIBLE
PRODUCT CODE PACK

OLYMPIC ONE IPC01100 10
TRIGGY IPC00981 10

White microfiber with abrasive black dots to remove stubborn stains 
from the floor. This Microfiber is recommended for medium-high 
contamination risk areas such as hospital rooms, hotels, restaurants 
and food industry.

SPOT MICROFIBER 

COMPATIBLE
PRODUCT CODE PACK

OLYMPIC ONE IPC01101 10
TRIGGY IPC00982 10

TRIGGY HANDLE & FRAME SYSTEM 

CODE PACK
IPC00147 1

Recommended for medium-high contamination risk areas such as hospital rooms, hotels, 
restaurants and food industry, this product has a tank that distributes cleaning solution directly to 
the floor while mopping. This feature allows saving water and cleaning solution by releasing just the 
necessary amount to do the job.

The time invested is also reduced by eliminating the need of rinsing the mop with the wringer.

The frame has Velcro to attach the microfiber so the replacement process is quicker and easier. 
It is recommended to use a different microfiber to clean each room in order to diminish the risk of 
contamination.

6
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Plastic one piece single blade squeegee, very easy to clean, manufactured 
with food grade materials. These squeegees are an excellent option for 
areas where extreme hygiene is required. It is recommended for food 
processing plants, pharmaceutical laboratories, hospitals, restaurants, 
poultry processing plants, and bottling plants, among others.

It has a 3/4” threaded handle hole suitable for our line of threaded handles 
and it is available in 20 and 24 inches in 5 different colors for color coding 
programs.

SIZE CÓDIGO PACK

50 cm UH50-B UH50-G - - UH50-R UH50-W UH50-Y 6
60 cm UH60-B UH60-G UH60-O UH60-P UH60-R UH60-W UH60-Y 6

The current design is ACME or German threadattached by friction welding. With 
the new design we have a universal thread directlyinjected which takes ACME, 
German, Italian andFrench threaded handles. A wide range of ACME and European 
threadedhandles tested and approved.

Strong, light and flexible high-quality squeegees with a high level of hygiene since they are made with FDA approved materials. It is 
recommended for use in food processing plants, pharmaceutical laboratories, hospitals, restaurants, poultry processing plants, and 
bottling plants, among others. The  ” threaded handle hole is suitable for our line of threaded handles.

SIZE CODE PACK

18” FI45-B FI45-C FI45-G FI45-K FI45-O FI45-P FI45-R FI45-T FI45-W FI45-Y 10
22” FI55-B - FI55-G - - - FI55-R - FI55-W FI55-Y 10
30” FI75-B - FI75-G - - - FI75-R - FI75-W FI75-Y 10

HYGIENIC SQUEEGEE 

6
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SANITARY COUNTER SQUEEGEE 

PIECE CODE PACK

SQUEEGEE FI25-B FI25-G FI25-R FI25-W FI25-Y 10
HANDLE FI99-B FI99-G FI99-R FI99-W FI99-Y 10

SQUEEGEES.

10” squeegee designed for use on counters in food industry, manufactured with food grade 
materials. Squeegee heads and handles are sold separately resulting in significant savings 
as it is not necessary to replace the complete squeegee once it has worn out.

Available in 5 different colors to avoid cross contamination in facilities with HACCP 
programs.

New designCurrent design

One single product serves most of the world market.

Benefits of the new design with Universal Thread:

•Sturdy design with reinforced structure. 
•Differentiation from competitors. 
•Less torsion compared to current design. 
• Available in different colors and rubber. 

ULTRA HYGIENIC FLOOR SQUEEGEES 
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SCRUBBER SPONGE 

Manufactured with polyurethane sponge measuring 6” x 3 3/8” (15.24 
cm x 8.89 cm), the medium abrasiveness green fiber is recommended 
for general cleaning jobs; the white fiber is recommended for cleaning 
delicate surfaces.

ABRASIVE HAND PADS.

COLOR CODE PACK
GRENN SC300 40
WHITE SC400 40

BLACK HAND PAD 

4” x 6” x 1/4” hand pad, recommended for cleaning heavy soiled 
surfaces and widely used for cleaning grills.

CODE PACK
GP100 60

MAROON HAND PAD 

This hand pad is used for cleaning and removing rust and corrosion, 
the abrasive used for this pad cleans effectively the surface without 
scratching.

CODE PACK
617 60

GREEN HAND PAD 

6” x 9” x 1/4” medium duty hand pad for general cleaning.

CODE PACK
HP-96 60

WHITE HAND PAD 

6” x 9” x 1/4” light duty hand pad for cleaning delicate surfaces.

CODE PACK
HP-98 60

6
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VALUE ROTARY BRUSHES WITH OUR EZ SNAP CLUTCH PLATES.

WHITE      RED      BLACK      

PAD DRIVER    

Daily cleaning brush.

Specifically designed for daily cleaning 
and maintenance of all high gloss floor 
surfaces. Ideal for use on ceramic tile, 
concrete, marble, quarry tile, slate, terrazzo, 
and vinyl flooring.

Replaces the red disc.

With 022” nylon fibers impregnated with 
320 grit silicon carbide.

For medium to light aggressive cleaning 
of ceramic tile, concrete, marble, non-slip 
floors, quarry tile, rubber, slate, terrazzo 
and vinyl flooring.

High density of 3” polypropylene bristles 
for better performance and durability. Used 
for wet-washing and removal ofwaxes and 
grease from the floor.

They provide a simple and cost-effective solution for floor maintenance. Compared to abrasive discs, they have greater durability, 
in a ratio of 100 to 1. These brushes have a wear indicator on the side of the block and fibers with different lengths for optimal 
cleaning on irregular surfaces.

7
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DIAMETER CODE PACK

11” 3611PD 1
12” 3612PD 1
13” 3613PD 1
14” 3614PD 1
15” 3615PD 1
16” 3616PD 1
17” 3617PD 1
18” 3618PD 1
19” 3619PD 1
20” 3620PD 1

DIAMETER CODE PACK

11” 3611VWH 1
12” 3612VWH 1
13” 3613VWH 1
14” 3614VWH 1
15” 3615VWH 1
16” 3616VWH 1
17” 3617VWH 1
18” 3618VWH 1
19” 3619VWH 1
20” 3620VWH 1

DIAMETER CODE PACK

11” 3611VRD 1
12” 3612VRD 1
13” 3613VRD 1
14” 3614VRD 1
15” 3615VRD 1
16” 3616VRD 1
17” 3617VRD 1
18” 3618VRD 1
19” 3619VRD 1
20” 3620VRD 1

DIAMETER CODE PACK

11” 3611VP22 1
12” 3612VP22 1
13” 3613VP22 1
14” 3614VP22 1
15” 3615VP22 1
16” 3616VP22 1
17” 3617VP22 1
18” 3618VP22 1
19” 3619VP22 1
20” 3620VP22 1

Brush 1/2” (1.27 cm) long and widely spaced 
polypropylene fibers for excellent grip.
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CODE PACK
364112BD 6

CODE PACK
36P74BD 6

CODE PACK
364200BD 6

CODE PACK
364148BD 6

CODE PACK
364200REZ 6

WIN SNAP  
BRUSH DRIVER    

EZ-SNAP LUG STYLE 
BRUSH DRIVER 

EZ ADAPTER PLATE 

EZ ADAPTER & RISER 
COMBO 

TRI SNAP  
BRUSH DRIVER 

7
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CODE PACK
364192BD 6

CODE PACK
364108BD 6

CODE PACK
364192REZ 6

EZ-SNAP UNIVERSAL  
STYLE BRUSH DRIVER   

EZ -SNAP CLIP ON 
STYLE BRUS DRIVER   

UNIVERSAL STYLE COMBO 
BRUSH DRIVER & RISER   

Our innovative EZ Snap adapters complete the floor care system by providing quick and easy installation. Available for most popular 
machine models, their patent-pending design is made of acetal resin, one of the strongest and most rigid of all thermoplastics.
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ABRASIVE NYLON BRUSHES.
Brushes manufactured with 1 3/4” long abrasive nylon bristles co-extruded with silicon carbide. A research 
determined that one abrasive brush outlast abrasive pads 200 to 1.

500 GRIT

180 GRIT

120 GRIT

80 GRIT46 GRIT

500 GRIT
RED   

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2213R 13“ 1
2214R 14“ 1
2215R 15” 1
2216R 16“ 1
2217R 17” 1
2218R 18“ 1
2219R 19“ 1
2220R 20” 1

The grit of this brush is the least 
aggressive. It is recommended for daily 
washing of surfaces such as concrete, 
marble, terrazzo and epoxy floors.

180 GRIT
BLUE   

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2213B 13“ 1
2214B 14“ 1
2215B 15” 1
2216B 16“ 1
2217B 17” 1
2218B 18“ 1
2219B 19“ 1
2220B 20” 1

This brush is recommended for frequent 
maintenance of floors. The flexibility 
of the bristles allows cleaning thin and 
narrow grouts and irregular surfaces.

120 GRIT
GREEN  

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2213G 13“ 1
2214G 14“ 1
2215G 15” 1
2216G 16“ 1
2217G 17” 1
2218G 18“ 1
2219G 19“ 1
2220G 20” 1

This brush is ideal for scrubbing and 
also for daily maintenance. The bristles 
are more flexible but the larger grit size 
makes them an excellent option for 
scrubbing.

80 GRIT
BLACK   

This is an aggressive brush for stripping; it allows cleaning 
deep grouts.

46 GRIT

It is the most aggressive grit. This brush is manufactured with 
high gauge bristles and it is used for stripping and aggressive 
cleaning on heavy soiled floors.

7
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CODE DIAMETER PACK
2213O 13“ 1
2214O 14“ 1
2215O 15” 1
2216O 16“ 1
2217O 17” 1
2218O 18“ 1
2219O 19“ 1
2220O 20” 1

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2213K 13“ 1
2214K 14“ 1
2215K 15” 1
2216K 16“ 1
2217K 17” 1
2218K 18“ 1
2219K 19“ 1
2220K 20” 1
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PAD HOLDER  
CODE PACK
CD-01 12

Accessory for pad drivers, manufactured with Nylon. It is designed to 
center and hold abrasive discs to the pad driver. This accessory offers 
a better holding and traction of the pad and allows a uniform wear by 
centering it.

STEEL WIRE 2O SERIES 

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2018 18“ 1

2018-A 18“ 1
2019-A 19“ 1

POLYPROPYLENE 21 SERIES  

High density of 2” polypropylene bristles. Used for wet-washing 
and removal of waxes and grease from the floor.

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2113 13“ 1
2114 14“ 1
2115 15” 1
2116 16“ 1
2117 17” 1
2118 18“ 1

2118-A 18“ 1
2119-A 19” 1
2120-A 20” 1

7
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ROTARY BRUSHES.

High density of 2 1/4” carbon steel wire bristles used for aggressive 
tasks on floors such as removing finishes and paint as well as 
opening pores before applying a finish to the floor.
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3/4” high-density polypropylene bristles provide excellent grip for the floor pad or 
bonnet (system for carpet cleaning, page 57), improved traction and is more efficient 
for polishing floors.

(Riser included)

NYLON 26 SERIES 

High density of 2” nylon bristles, mainly used for rug cleaning 
as it does not damage fabrics. In addition, its durable bristles 
last up to four times longer than polypropylene.

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2614 14“ 1
2616 16“ 1
2617 17” 1
2618 18“ 1

2618-A 18“ 1
2619-A 19” 1

TAMPICO FIBER 23 SERIES 

High density of 2” natural Tampico bristles very resistant to 
contact with acid. Used for polishing hard-surface floors (with 
paste) or for general floor shinning.

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2314 14“ 1
2316 16“ 1
2317 17” 1
2318 18“ 1

2318-A 18“ 1
2319-A 19“ 1

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2513 13” 1
2514 14” 1
2515 15” 1
2516 16“ 1
2517 17“ 1
2518 18“ 1
2519 19“ 1
2520 20” 1

These pad drivers designed with 3/4” polypropylene bristles and sections 
of rubber provide excellent support and traction to the floor pad for optimal 
performance.

RUBBER PAD DRIVER 

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2716 16“ 1
2719 19“ 1

DIAMOND PAD DRIVER 

It is designed to hold six 4” diamond pads*. Diamond pads are 
mainly used for marble polishing. Available only in 19” diameter.

*This tools are not included.

CODE DIAMETER PACK
2819 19“ 1

(Riser included) 

7
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FLOOR PADS 

DIAMETER CODE PACK

13” FP13-01 FP13-02 FP13-03 FP13-04 FP13-07 - - 5
14” FP14-01 FP14-02 FP14-03 - FP14-07 - - 5
16” FP16-01 FP16-02 FP16-03 FP16-04 FP16-07 FP16-08 FP16-20 5
17” FP17-01 FP17-02 FP17-03 - FP17-07 FP17-08 FP17-20 5
19” FP19-01 FP19-02 FP19-03 FP19-04 FP19-07 FP19-08 FP19-20 5
20” FP20-01 FP20-02 FP20-03 - FP20-07 FP20-08 FP20-20 5
21” - - - - FP21-07 - - 5
24” - - - - FP24-07 - - 5
27” - - - - FP27-07 FP27-08 - 5

BLACK  
Very aggressive pad recommended for wet cleaning, ideal for efficiently removing wax on
vinyl tile or washing floors with heavy build-ups.

GREEN  
Mildly aggressive pad, designed for general wet cleaning.

RED  
This pad is recommended for daily cleaning on constant transit areas.

TAN  
Traditionally used for buffing floors with oxalic acid or white paste. This pad is used with low
speed machines and can also be used for dry buffing.

WHITE  
This pad is used for dry buffing with low speed machines.

AQUA PLUS  
This pad was designed for high speed machines. It is used in 3 or 4 nights per week
polishing programs to accomplish a high gloss finish. It is made of a mix of resins, fibers, and
a small amount of natural hair.

EMERALD HY-PRO  
An extremely abrasive pad designed for stripping heavy build-ups. It is not for use on the entire 
surface of your floor, but for attacking specific problem areas.

NOTE: The discs in the measures that have a code in the following table are for immediate delivery, any other measure can be requested upon request.
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STEEL WOOL FLOOR PADS 

CODE GRADE USE DIAMETER PACK
SW2190 O Light cleaning and application of finishes and crystallizers. 19” 12
SW2191 1 Cleaning and preparation for finishes. 19” 12
SW2192 2 Cleaning and removing wax and fine scratches. 19” 12
SW2193 3 Removing old paint and scratches. 19” 12

These pads are made with different grades for different uses, from deep cleaning to
the application of finishes and crystallizers.

DIAMANT PAD 

CODE GRIT DIAMETER PACK
DP13-400      400       VERY AGGRESSIVE 13” 2
DP13-800       800        AGGRESSIVE 13” 2
DP13-1500     1500      FINE 13” 2
DP13-3000       3000       VERY FINE 13” 2
DP19-400       400       VERY AGGRESSIVE 19” 2
DP19-800       800        AGGRESSIVE 19” 2
DP19-1500      1500      FINE 19” 2
DP19-3000      3000       VERY FINE 19” 2

Complete maintenance system for concrete and hard-surface floors. Grit size varies: 
for heavily damaged floors (400); removal of small scratches (800); removal of fine 
scratches or final polishing (1500); very fine grit (3000) for daily maintenance of your 
floors and achieving a high shine. With diamond pads it is not necessary to use 
chemical products; you can polish your floors using only water.

Diamond pads are gaining popularity because they are an eco-friendly solution 
that eliminates the use of chemical products.

 

CODE GRIT DIAMETER PACK
SS19-060 60 VERY AGGRESSIVE 19” 10
SS19-080 80 AGGRESSIVE 19” 10
SS19-100 100 FINE 19” 10
SS19-120 120 VERY FINE 19” 10
SS19-150 150 VERY AGGRESSIVE 19” 10
SS19-180 180 AGGRESSIVE 19” 10
SS19-220 220 FINE 19” 10
SS19-400 400 VERY FINE 19” 10

FLOOR PADS.

These pads are mainly used on wood floors and are very useful for maintenance on residential wood floors and gyms.

7
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19” SUPERSCREEN PADS WITH SILICON CARBIDE 
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GORILLA  

DIAMETER CODE PACK
13” FP13-05 5
14” FP14-05 5
16” FP16-05 5
17” FP17-05 5
19” FP19-05 5
20” FP20-05 5
27” FP27-05 5

GORILLA LITE  

DIAMETER CODE PACK
13” FP13-06 5
14” FP14-06 5
16” FP16-06 5
17” FP17-06 5
19” FP19-06 5
20” FP20-06 5
27” FP27-06 5

TIGER MODEL CLEANING BONNET 

CODE PACK
BNT-19 2

GREAT WHITE WET MOP 

CODE PACK
6615213 1

ABRASIVE FLOOR PADS.

This product was specifically designed for professional and efficient application of 
wax. It is made of a yarn that will leave an even and clear coat of wax on your floors. 
All the wax is efficiently applied on the floor, resulting in savings of more than 30% in 
the amount of wax used.

Carpet cleaning bonnet made with synthetic fibers (does not shed lint) that is highly 
durable and has looped ends, keeping the thread from wearing out.

It can be used on both sides and is washable.

This pad has a lower amount of natural fiber; it is similar to the white pad. This 
produces a high shine and can be used in daily polishing programs.

This pad has a mix of polyester and natural fiber designed for “burning” wax with high 
speed machines, it can also be used with low speed machines.

7
8
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SWEEPER BRUSHES.
The brushes are perfectly balanced to minimize vibration and guarantee a uniform wear and to reduce the effort of the 
sweeper. The bristles are anchored with resistant metal clips for excellent retention, will not detach prematurely.

® Tennant is a registered trademark property of Tennant Company .

EQUIPMENT REFERENCE GUIDE  

LENGTH TENNANT® SWEEPER MODEL
36” 6400-8200-8210
42” 255-II,275-II,285
45” 355E-355-385-8400-8410-6500-6550-6600-6650-S30
50” 97-800-810

LENGTH TENNANT® SCRUBBER MODEL
40” M20-T20
45” 7400
48” M30
50” 550-550E-1550

BRUSHES for TENNANT  MACHINES 

LENGTH DIAMETER CODE PACK
36” 14 3/16 " TN3616 1
42” 14 3/16 " TN4216 1
45” 14 3/16 " TN4516 1
50” 14 3/16 " TN5016 1

FOR SWEEPING: 8 DOUBLE HELIX LINES.

FOR SCRUBBING: 24 SINGLE HELIX LINES.

LENGTH DIAMETER CODE PACK
40” 11" TN4024 1
45” 11" TN4524 1

48” 11" TN4824 1

50” 11" TN5024 1

LENGTH DIAMETER CODE PACK
40” 11" TN4024V 1
45” 11" TN4524V 1

48” 11" TN4824V 1

50” 11" TN5024V 1

FOR SCRUBBING: 24 SINGLE “V” SHAPE LINES. 

ROTARY BRUSH CLUTCH PLATES  

NP-9200
CODE PACK

NP-9200 12
CODE PACK
G-400X 1

G400-X
CODE PACK
L-800 12

FOR SCRUBBING: 24 DOUBLE LINES. 

LENGTH DIAMETER CODE PACK
40” 11" TN4024HD 1
45” 11" TN4524HD 1

48” 11" TN4824HD 1

50” 11" TN5024HD 1

Standard fiberglass/nylon clutch plate for 
swing machines.

Clutch plate for Tennant® machines.

L-800

Clutch plate for Nilfisk Advance® 
machines.



STRIP BRUSH are continuous linear brushes, these are 
manufactured with galvanized steel or stainless steel sheet 
and fibers of: curly nylon 6, smooth PBT in black, metal 
filaments* (stainless steel), vegetable* (Tampico fibers), 
animal* (horse ) or mixed*, mounted on a U-shaped profile. 
The filament is pressed into the base, with no possibility of 
escape, whatever the type and filament in question. 

STRIP BRUSH brushes allow the user a quick adaptation, 
since the profiles can be cut, bent, drilled or machined. They 
are supplied in sections of 118”, 79” and 49”.
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STRIP BRUSH.
If within our standard measurements you do not find the right brush for your process or application, other fibers, 
diameters and colors can be chosen upon request (natural, metallic and synthetic bristles, etc.).

FIBER OPTIONS:

GUTTER SIZE:

GUTTER LENGTH:

118” (299.72 cm)

79” (200.66 cm)

49” (124.46 cm)

8
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FORMS AND STRUCTURES:

STRIP BRUSH brushes are used in a variety of applications, including (but not limited to):

- Sealing
- Separation and movement of products
- Cleaning of conveyor belts
- Apply pressure to a surface
- Surface cleaning
- Derive static loads
- Remove surface roughness (polished)
- Filter and delimit cleanliness-dirt
- Remove or limit dust
- Pipe cleaning (external or internal faces)
- Cleaning windows, fruits or vegetables

HELICAL

The STRIP BRUSH can be manufactured in the 
form of propellers, these brushes are recommended 
for cleaning conveyor belts, changing or directing 
products and glass washing. Helices are formed 
with the profile for a left or right rotation, depending 
on the desired orientation.

INNER RING

An inner ring STRIP BRUSH is made by forming a 
strip of metal with the grain on the inside. The ring can 
be opened or divided into halves or segments to be 
placed on an axis. Ideal for cleaning exterior surfaces 
of plastic or metal tubes and rods, or for drum and 
shaft seals. In high temperature applications, wire 
filament is recommended. 

OUTER RING

Outer rings are single or partial metal backstrip 
brushes wound with the filament facing outwards. 
They are used as individual rings or assembled 
together to form a wide brush face. Used in various 
cleaning and polishing applications.

8
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CUSTOM STRIP BRUSH

The STRIP BRUSH brush can have infinite and 
irregular shapes and sizes. With an unlimited range 
of settings, stripe brushes can be formed into 
ovals, squares, rectangles, “L” and “V” shapes, 
and compound curves. Manufactured to meet any 
shape and application.

LINEAR BRUSH

The traditional and common way of manufacturing 
STRIP BRUSH. Brushes are used individually or 
mounted parallel to a flat or cylindrical surface for 
a wider brush face. Applications include window, 
door and dock leveler sealants; conveyor cleaning, 
splash curtains, lawn sweeping machines, golf 
course sweeping, static control, glass and printed 
circuit board cleaning, among others.

CYLINDRICAL OR ROTARY BRUSH

The STRIP BRUSH is wound directly onto a shaft, 
tube or core, forming a roller. The roller can be closed 
for higher fiber density or open for lower fiber density, 
depending on the desired characteristics.

CUP-SHAPED BRUSH

These STRIP BRUSH are manufactured in a 
360 degree circle or single turn segments. The 
supporting sides can be formed vertically or at 
various angles. Typically used for a seal for vacuum 
hoses, dust and particulate collection in drill presses.

8
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Brush 27.75” (70.48 cm) long and 1.375 (3.49 cm) wide. 
Polypropylene and polyester fiber handle braided on 9-gauge 
galvanized wire. Popular for cleaning condensers and machinery 
in the food industry. The equipment should be cleaned after it has 
cooled down.

Resistant to maximum temperature of 125°F.

CODE PACK

4015200 12

L-TIPPED 
COIL BRUSH   

23” (58.42 cm) long pipe brush. Polypropylene handle and 
polyester bristles braided on 9-gauge galvanized wire. Its design 
allows for cleaning the hardest to reach corners.

Resistant to maximum temperature of 125°F.

COIL 
BRUSH  

CODE PACK

4015000 12

15” (38.10 cm) length and 1” (2.54 cm) diameter, polypropylene 
handle. Its rigid polyester fibers are recommended for cleaning 
straight pipes, elbows, tees and valves.

Resistant to maximum temperature of 125°F. 

SPECTRUM® VALVE & FITTING 
STRAIGHT BRUSH  

CODE PACK

4018002 12

SPECTRUM® TYGON 
TUBING PIPE BRUSH  

Brush with 5” (12.70 cm) long polyester bristles. Sanitary polyester 
fibers are braided into flexible galvanized wire for effective 
cleaning of small pipes, lines and openings.

Polyester bristles pipe brushes with flexible rod for efficient 
cleaning of faucets, nozzles, plungers, pipes, blades and 
equipment accessories prone to bacterial build-up. 

Available in various sizes and version with bristles on both ends.

SPECTRUM® DISPENSER 
PLUNGER BRUSH   

SIZE CODE PACK
10 1/2” 4015600 12

13” 4015500 12
5.25” 4015700 24
12” 4015400 24

POLYESTER PIPE BRUSHES.

8
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SIZE CODE PACK
18” ( 45.72 cm) 4113100 12
24” (60.96 cm) 4117602 12
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SIZE DIAMETER CODE PACK

12” 1/2 ” 4017600 12
12” 1/4 ” 4110100 12
18” 1/4 “ 4110200 12
12” 0.38 “ 4110500 12
18” 1/2 “ 4110900 12
24” 3/4 “ 4111400 12
12” 1” 4116000 12

Brushes with 5” (12.70 cm) of polyester fiber, 
and medium stiffness. Recommended for 
cleaning narrow pipes, lines and openings.

Available in various sizes, lengths and fiber 
diameters.

MEDIUM DUTY 
PIPE BRUSH  

Brush with polyester fibers and 8-gauge wire. Designed 
specifically for cleaning pipe interiors.

Three versions available:

•5” (7.62 cm) long and 1 1/2” (3.81 cm) diameter fibers, 
total length 91.44 cm. 
•5” (12.70 cm) length and 3” (7.62 cm) diameter, total 
length 91.44 cm. 
•5” (15.24 cm) length and 3” (7.62 cm) diameter, total 
length of 182.44 cm.

HEAVY DUTY PIPE BRUSH  

SIZE DIAMETER CODE PACK

3’ 1 1/2” 4114000 1
3’ 3” 4115800 1
6’ 3” 4116400 1

Nylon bristles brush. Designed for fast and effective cleaning of 
meters, nozzles and various quality control areas.

9.25” (23.50 cm) pipe brush with nylon fiber on both sides. Flexible 
rod that allows greater reach and efficient cleaning of faucets, 
nozzles, plungers, tubes, and bacteria-prone equipment.

FLO-PAC® 
SPOUT BRUSH  

ALL-PURPOSE 
TUBE BRUSH  

SIZE CODE PACK

8” 3655200 144
10” 3656000 72

SIZE CODE PACK

9.25” 4126300 12

NYLON PIPE BRUSHES.
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